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1. INTRODUCTION 
The purpose of this chapter Is to mention briefly relevant theoreti­
cal and experimental results on nematic liquid crystals. For a more de­
tailed discussion as well as a general survey of the physics of liquid 
crystals the reader is referred to, for example, the books by De 
Qennes[l] and by Priestly, Wojtowicz and Sheng[2]. In section 1 the ma­
croscopic theory of elasticity and attendant important concepts are dis­
cussed. Section 2 provides information on two different methods for 
measuring the elastic constants and the consequent results. Finally, 
section 3 deals with a description of the fluid dynamics of nematics. 
1.1 Elasticity Theory of Nematics. 
1.1.1 Macroscopic Order Parameter. 
Compared with ordinary liquids nematics show a number of additional 
properties, originating from the orientational order of the molecules. 
Macroscopically common nematics have a local uniaxial symmetry axis, 
whose direction at the position r is denoted by the unit vector n(r). 
This vector n(r) may be thought to represent the average orientation 
of the molecules at position r. As nematics do not show ferro-electric 
— χ .. 
behaviour, the states n(r) and -n(r) are equivalent. Consequently 
the orientational order must be described in terms of a second rank ten­
sor field Щ г ) , whose components are given by 
N
ap(?)= na(?)np(J). (1.1) 
where a,ß=x,y,z. This tensor field is called the director field. In ad-
dition to the director field N(r), giving the average orientation of a 
molecule at position r, a quantity must be introduced describing the 
magnitude of the orientational order in nematics. For a molecule at г 
is not perfectly aligned along the director at г but, on the contrary, 
fluctuates around this average orientation at r, except at zero tem­
perature. The amount of orientational order is represented by an order 
parameter, that is Introduced in the following way. 
Application of some field S to a nematic results in a response $ 
of the system according to 
Y
a = V P ' ( 1 · 2 ) 
where Einstein's summation convention is used. The tensor D is sym­
metric and can be split up into an isotropic and an anisotropic part. 
The latter is called the macroscopic order parameter tensor Q. In a 
properly chosen coordinate system Q is diagonal reading 
(-y,(S-T) 0 0 \ 0 -'/.(S+T) 0 J . (1.3) 
о о y,s / 
— 2 — 
where S and Τ are two order parameters. The expression for the order 
parameter tensor in an arbitrary coordinate system is obtained as fol­
lows. Suppose the order parameter tensor is diagonal with elements Q'. 
in a cartesian coordinate system with basis vectors e'. A rotation of 
α 
this system is carried out, giving a cartesian coordinate system with 
basis vectors e . The rotation is characterized by the Euler rotation 
α 
matrix R, which relates the new basis vectors to the old ones according 
to 
e = R e« ; R „ = e -e· (Ι.Ό 
α α αβ α β 
The elements of Q with respect to the rotated coordinate system e are 
α 
now given by 
= -l/3(S-T)(êa-eï)(ep-e!) - i/3(s+T)(Sa-ês)(yès) 
+2/3 S(ea-êS)(ep-ê5). (1.5) 
This is the general expression for the order parameter tensor of a biax-
ial nematic liquid crystal. The uniaxial nematic is described by only 
one order parameter. The convention is to choose the ej-axis as the 
unique Bxis,i.e.n=eS(or -ef),giving T=0. Then the expression for 
the order parameter tensor is given by 
-- 3 --
Q
a P = -'/,3(е
а
-Р
у
)Се^Ц) + S(èa-tiìC%-ti) 
-
 S
 tnaV1 / 3 0aß ] = S [ V 1 / 3 V · ( 1 · 6 ) 
The order parameter S decreases with increasing temperature; it is zero 
in the isotropic phase, whereas S=l in the perfectly aligned state,i.e. 
at zero temperature. 
1.1.2 Distortions of the Orlentational Tensor Field. Frank Free Energy. 
The director field H(r) describes the orlentational behaviour of 
the uniaxial axis throughout the nematlc medium. In the absence of 
external forces the director field does not depend on the position. A 
position dependent director field can be obtained by applying two com-
peting external orienting forces, for example, a sufficiently large 
external electric field counteracting the orienting effect of applied 
surface conditions. Now the nematlc is said to be distorted. As a 
result of the distortion the free energy of the nematlc increases. In 
case the wavelength of the distortions is large, this increase can be 
described in terms of the elastic continuum theory. Such a description 
is analogous to that of elastic deformations in solids, where Hooke's 
law applies for small deformations,1.e. the elastic strain, caused by 
the stress, is proportional to the stress. Then the distortion free en-
ergy is a quadratic function of the components of the strain tensor. 
._ i, ._ 
Starting point of the elastic continuum theory of nematics is the 
expression for the free energy density of a system with director field 
N(r). This expression is obtained by an expansion of the general ex-
pression with respect to the undistorted uniform system. Because of the 
smallness of the variations in N(r) only first and second order terms 
in the derivatives of N(r) are taken into account. Then the following 
expression for the free energy density of a distorted locally uniaxial 
nematic results. 
f(í) = f. * L a | i T(r>tW ? ) ] + Wp ( ? ) [ 3aV* ) ] [yV ? ) ] 
+
 W^'aW^· ( 1 · 7 ) 
where f, is the free energy density of the undistorted system. The 
tensors L_ov(r), L o v . (r) and L .„.(r) consist of all possible com-
αρτ αριμνρ apio 
binations of N o(r), the Kronecker delta 6 . and the Levi-Civita tensor 
e .-,. Pour independent terms appear to contribute to the distortion free 
αρτ 
energy density[3]( namely 
k
 W T < 5 ( r ) 3 a V r ) ' (1-8a) 
k
' V ?> aT NaY ( ? )W ? ) · (1-8b) 
^
 Na&(J)3TNau(?)aTNßp(?) ' (l-8c) 
- 5 ~ 
k
' V ? ) aaV ? )VV ? ) · (1.8d) 
Using expression (1.1) for N „(г), the contribution of the distortion 
ap 
to the free energy density is 
fd(r) = к n(r)-curln(r) + 1/2 Ku[divn(r)]* 
+ 1/2 KjCnfrJ-curlnir)]1 + 1/2 K.CntrJxcurlnfr)]1 . (1.9) 
This expression is known as the Frank free energy density^]. The ap­
pearing constants К,, К
г
 and K, are the elastic constants for splay, 
twist and bend, respectively, whereas the constant к is zero except in a 
chiral nematic (cholesterlc) liquid crystal. The disappearance of the 
first term in nematics originates from inversion symmetry. The elastic 
constants depend on temperature and on the molecular building stones of 
the nematic material in question. This dependency of the elastic con­
stants can be calculated starting from some intermolecular interaction. 
The general procedure of such a calculation is worked out in chapter 2. 
This procedure is applied to explicit model interactions in the last 
section of chapter 2 and in the chapters 3 and 4. 
In view of the recent discovery of the existence of biaxial nematics 
attention is paid to their elastic continuum theory in chapter 5- Here 
the expression for the distortion free energy density of a biaxial 
nematic is given. 
— 6 — 
1.2 Measurement of the Elastic Constants. 
Í.2.Í Frederlks Transitions. 
A widely used method to measure the magnitude of the elastic con-
stants of nematics is based on the Frederiks transition. This is a tran-
sition from an undlstorted to a distorted nematic state arising from a 
competition between the orienting effects of an applied field and boun-
dary conditions. Consider a sample of a nematic liquid crystal. The 
boundary conditions are chosen such that a uniform director field N 
results. Next a magnetic (or electric) field is applied to the system, 
whose orienting effect counteracts the orienting effect of the boundary 
conditions. It appears that the sample remains undlstorted as long as 
the magnetic (electric) field strength does not exceed a certain thres-
hold value В (E ). However, as soon as the field strength starts to 
с с 
exceed Β (E ) the distortion sets in. The threshold value Β (E ) can 
c c c c 
be expressed in terms of the elastic constants[5]. Consequently the 
elastic constants can be determined by measuring В (E ). Three 
с с 
geometries are required in order to measure the three different elastic 
constants. In the figures la, lb and 1c these geometries are shown for 
measuring K,(splay), K,(twist) and K,(bend) respectively. An exten­
sive discussion of the experimental procedure can be found in, for exam­
ple, the thesis of Leenhouts[6]. In order to give an idea of the magni­
tudes and mutual ratios of the elastic constants some of his results are 
shown in the third part of this section. 
~ 7 ~ 
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figure 1. The geometries for measuring the elastic constants for 
(a)splay, (b)twist and (c)bend. В denotes the magnetic field. 
1.2.2 Light Scattering. 
A second way to measure the elastic constants of nematics is with 
the aid of light scattering experiments. That approach is based on the 
fluctuation theory developed by the Orsay Liquid Crystal Group[7]· In 
this theory expressions are derived relating the intensity of the light 
scattering by a nematic liquid crystal to the mutual ratios of the elas­
tic constants. Thus the measurement of the light scattering spectrum of 
a nematic gives the values of the elastic ratios provided that all other 
quantities in the expressions are known. For the details of light 
scattering experiments the reader is referred to, for example, the 
thesis of van Eck[8]. Some results obtained in this way are given in the 
following part of this section. 
— θ — 
1.2.Д Results. 
The order of magnitude of the elastic constants of nematics is 10 
Newton. In figure 2 the behaviour of the elastic constants is shown as a 
function of temperature. The value of the ratio K,/^ appears to be 
correlated to the length to width ratio (L/W) of the molecules in a re­
markable way. For the homologous series APAPAn K,/Ki generally de­
creases with increasing L/W (Table I), whereas for molecules that may be 
thought of in terms of rigid rods K,/^ increases with increasing L/W 
(Table II). That last result is in conformity with theoretical expecta­
tions. The ratio K,/K, only slightly depends on L/W (see Tables 
1*11). Table I shows clearly a difference between the results obtained 
from the Frederiks transitions and the light scattering results. Ibis 
difference is significant as it cannot be accounted for in terms of the 
experimental error in the results of both types of experiment. A possi­
ble explanation for this discrepancy is given in chapter 6. 
substance 
APAPA 
APAPA2 
APAPA3 
APAPAl» 
APAPA5 
APAPA9 
L/W 
3.25 
З.^б 
3.68 
3.87 
4.02 
t.í»3 
К,/К, 
а 
2.15 
IM 
1.69 
1.29 
1.47 
0.96 
b 
1.93 
1.60 
1.56 
1.27 
1.54 
1.05 
к,/к, 
а 
0.71 
0.73 
0.64 
0.62 
0.59 
0.48 
b 
0.60 
0.65 
0.61 
0.56 
O.52 
0.45 
Table I. К, /К,-ratio and К,/К,-ratio for several members of the 
homologous series of APAPA at temperature T=0.95T , as measured by 
с 
Leenhouts et al.[9] (column a) and van der Meulen[10] (column b). 
- 9 " 
figure 2. The elastic constants K, (flg.a), K,(fig.b) and K,(fig.c) 
as a function of temperature for the materials APAPA (dashed line), MBCA 
(full line), APAPAt (dotted-and-dashed line), after Leenhouts et al.[9]. 
1.00 
10 — 
0.90 0.95 1.00 
TA 
substance 
PAA 
МВСА 
APAPA 
MBAPB 
L/W 
2.8 
2.9 
3.25 
3.97 
κ,/κ, 
1.60 
1.97 
2.15 
2.56 
κ,/κ, 
0.51 
0.71 
1.93 
0.73 
Table II. К,/К,-ratio and К,/К, -ratio for some materials with sup­
posed rigid molecules at temperature T=0.95T , as measured by Leenhouts 
et al.[9]. The values for PAA were measured by de Jeu et al.[11]. 
— 11 — 
I.J Fluid Dynamics of Nematic Liquid Crystals. 
The fluid dynamics of nematics is much more complex that the fluid 
dynamics of ordinary organic liquids. This is due to the coupling 
between the translational and orientational motions of the molecules: 
the flow causes a disturbance of the alignment whereas a change of the 
alignment induces a flow. This mutual influence complicates a theoreti-
cal description of the flow behaviour of a nematic considerably. The 
fluid dynamics of nematics can be formulated using three ways of ap-
proach. The first approach is due to Ericksen, Leslie and Paro-
di[12.13,l4] and is based on a specific choice of flow and thermodynamic 
force terms in combination with an Onsager relation. The second approach 
is due to the Harvard group[15,l6] and is based on a different choice of 
flow and force terms. A detailed treatment of both approaches can be 
found in the book by De Gennes[l]. The third approach[17] starts from 
the construction of Rayleigh's dissipation function. It appears that the 
description of the hydrodynamic behaviour of uniaxial nematics requires 
7 viscosity coefficients. This number reduces to 5 in case the nematic 
can be considered as an incompressible fluid. 
In view of the recently discovered biaxial nematics the fluid dynam-
ics of these substances is formulated in chapter 7 starting from 
Rayleigh's dissipation function. In this way the Onsager relations are 
taken care of automatically. 
— 12 — 
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2. THE MOLECULAR-STATISTICAL CALCULATION OF THE ELASTIC CONSTANTS OF 
UNIAXIAL NEMATICS 
The values of the elastic constants of nematics are thought to 
result from the interaction between their constituent molecules. Масгоз-
copically the elastic constants appear in Frank's expression for the 
distortion free energy of nematics as shown in chapter 1. The purpose of 
this chapter is to derive the general expressions for the elastic con­
stants in microscopic terms starting from the intermolecular interac­
tion. The procedure followed is to apply a distortion to the originally 
non-distorted system and to calculate the linear response of the system 
to that distortion. In this way the microscopic analogue of Frank's ex­
pression is obtained. The first section of this chapter is devoted to 
the molecular-statistical theory of the thermodynamic properties of 
nematics and to the linear response of such a system to an external per­
turbation. Next, in section two, the general theory is applied to the 
case of a distortion and microscopic expressions are derived for the 
elastic constants. Finally the theory is applied to some simple exam­
ples in the third section. 
- 15 -
2.1 Molecular-Statistical Theory and Linear Response to an External 
Perturbation. 
The starting point of the molecular-statistical theory of the ther-
modynamic properties of a nematic liquid crystal is the calculation of 
the partition function. Assuming for the sake of simplicity that the 
dynamics of a nematic can be described in terms of a pair interaction 
and that the molecules are cylindrically symmetric, the hamiltonian of 
such a model nematic is given by 
H
 • Ji Ti + * kîi vki· (2Л) 
Here N is the number of particles, V. . the interaction between the par­
ticles к and 1 (Vj. =0) and T. the kinetic energy of particle 1 having 
position vector г.. The kinetic energy term is given by 
pf (p-p-cosp)2 
T.= —^- + — - — + -^- + -ς—, (2.2) 
x 2 Ii гі.зіп2? 
where ρ , p. and ρ, are the momenta conjugate to the Euler angles α,β 
α ρ τ 
and Τ, respect!vely[l]; I- and I, are the principal moments of inertia, 
I- being the moment of inertia about the cylinder axis; the mass and 
linear momentum of the particle are denoted by m and p, respectively. 
, ? 
μ
τ 
l·1! 2 
 
t? V 
^m 
- 16 « 
The partition function of the underlying model nematic is expressed 
Ζ = 
N!h' 
^Г í j^V^dp^dp^dp^dfS.d^expC-ÎÏH]. (2.3) 
with h being the Planck constant and ß=[knT]~ , where le. and Τ denote 
the Boltzmann constant and the temperature, respectively. Using the in­
dependence of the integrand on the angles Τ., as follows from symmetry, 
and 
J ^ d p ^ dpp dp T exp[-p J ^ T J ] = [61|n6k|r6l2l2m3]N/2jnisinPr(2.t) 
the expression for the partition function can be written as 
Here the constants A and τ are given by 
Λ = -Ь&й-, (2.6) 
(2nm) '« 
.M '/« τ
 = ^ Γ7Γ. (2-7) [(2ιι )5ι2ΐ 2 ]1/6 
and da.=sinß.dp.da. . The intermolecular interaction V.. depends on the 
~ 17 -
positions and orientations of the particles к and 1 only,i.e. 
к 1= (г. .г-.а. .a,), where the unit vector a. points along the 
cylinder axis of molecule к and has the components 
a^ = (sin^cosoj^sin^sinoj^cos^). (2.8) 
The relevant thermodynamic properties follow immediately from the free 
energy given by 
F = ^-[ЗІпА+ЗІпт+ІпИ-І] - —In I j^V^expC-1/2 fi
 kl 1 Vkl] . (2.9) 
Next the model nematic is perturbed by a term '/, Σ Δ.., where 
Δ.. =0. This perturbation is assumed as well to depend on the positions 
and orientations of the particles к and 1 only .i.e. 
Aj. = A(r. ,r. .a. .a.). The partition function of the perturbed sys­
tem, Ζ , can be expressed as 
Z p = Ζ < exp[-l/2 ßkZl A k l] >, (2.10) 
with <A> meaning the thermal average of the quantity A with respect to 
the unperturbed system,i.e. 
<A> = . Í iSi d V â i A ^f"1/2 » Λ Vkl] 
J A ^А«*р[-і/2 Ρ ^  vk l] 
(2.11) 
~ 18 ~ 
Then the free energy of the perturbed system F is given by 
F p - F - -i-ln < exp[-l/2 β ^ Δ ^ ] >. (2.12) 
Consequently the following linear response of the system to an applied 
perturbation is obtained as far as the free energy is concerned 
AF = F p - F = 1/2 ¿К A ( ? k . V V â l > >' <2 Л3> 
The appearing thermal average <Д(г. ,r. ,a. ,a. )> can be expressed in 
terms of the unperturbed pair distribution function g(r.,Γ,,β-,a-), 
defined as 
K i r l ' r 2 , a l , a 2 ' ρ N · (2.W) 
J iSi ^ А-фС-і/г tfr vkl] 
with V being the volume of the system. Changing the summation into an 
integration it follows directly that the linear response is given by 
4F = ρ J dr1 fji^), (2.15) 
where ρ is the particle density and fd(r) denotes the additional free 
energy density in lowest order of the applied perturbation, 
-- 19 ~ 
f j t ^ ) = 1/2 ρ J d r 2 dâ 1 dâ 2 g(? 1 , r 2 . â 1 . â 2 )A(J 1 . ? 2 . i r â 2 ) . (2.16) 
In the following the usual assumption is made that the positional depen-
dence of the interactions between the particles 1 and 2 is described in 
terms of their mutual position г12=г2-г.. Then the linear response of 
the free energy density is given by 
fjlfy - 1/2 ρ J d?12da1dâ2g(r12.â1,â2)A(?12,â1>l2). (2.17) 
This expression is vital to the molecular-statistical calculation of the 
elastic constants. 
2.2 The Expressions for the Elastic Constants of Uniaxial Nematics. 
In order to obtain the expressions for the elastic constants in 
terms of the intermolecular interaction the form of the relevant pertur-
bation must be determined. Application of a distortion means a position 
dependent rotation of the molecules. The most general rotation is 
brought about by applying successive rotations by the three Euler angles 
• (г), (г) and Ф(г) about the space-fixed z,y and again ζ axis, 
respectively. Because of the uniaxial character of the nematic, however, 
it suffices to apply a rotation by (г) about the space-fixed y axis, 
where the ζ axis of the space-fixed coordinate system is taken along the 
unique axis of the undistorted nematic. 
— 20 ~ 
The orientation of a cylindrically symmetric molecule with head-tail 
symmetry is described by a traceless tensor of the second rank, the 
orientational tensor Q, having elements 
v w
1/3
 v (2.18) 
where the greek indices denote x,y and ζ, δ . is the Kronecker delta and 
ap 
a is the unit vector along the cylinder axis. Application of a 
distortion,i.e. rotation of the unique axis by θ about the space-fixed у 
axis, means that the orientational tensor in the distorted state, Qp, is 
given by 
^ІГ »вт та· 
(2.19) 
where summation over repeated greek indices is implied end 
(cosO 0 sinB \ 0 1 0 1. 
-sine о cose / 
(2.20) 
The resulting energy change of the originally undistorted state is given 
by 
AV = 1/2
 1X J V(J i j.QP.QP)-vrr. j,Q i.Q j) (2.21) 
with Л being a functional of 6. Using equation (2.17) the linear 
21 
change of the free energy density resulting from the distortion energy 
Л appears to be 
rd(*l>-l/2 "J läfl2dalda2K(?12-Ql'Q2) V(? 1 2.QP.QP) - V t ^ . Q ^ J (2.22) 
The microscopic analogue of the Frank distortion free energy density 
is obtained by expanding equation (2.22) up to second order terms in the 
deformation. Without loss of generality the deformation (г) can be 
chosen such that в(г.)=0. With regard to the orientational tensor in 
the distorted state (2.19) such an expansion results into 
^62- W AT62 rvl2 av e ( ?l ) + 1 / 2 ΑΤ62 Γμ12 Γν12 3 μ
9
ν
θ ( ?1 ) 
+ 1/2 В .,г ..г ..Э β (г.) а в(г,), 
Т62 μ12 І2 μ * 1' ν * 1 " (2.23) 
where 
Tö2 öx rz2 Tx z62 6z Tx2 У ζ χδ2 (2.24ε 
В жо
1
 26- a
v
 Q ,+ 2б 6. Q _- 26 б. Q ,- 2б б. Q , 
Τδ2 δχ Τχ ζζ2 Τζ δζ χχ2 Υχ δζ ζχ2 Τζ δχ χζ2 
δ, Q, -- δ
ν
 Q ._- δ. Q
v
 -- δ, Q ._. 
δχ Τχ2 ϊχ χδ2 δζ Ύζ2 Τζ ζδ2 (2.2l»b) 
The Frank distortion free energy density appears to be given by 
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ГЛг.) = L Э e t f j + 1/2L Э Э в(г
л
) + 1/2М Э S f r j a і г , ) , d l ν ν 1 μν μ ν 1' ' μν μ 1 ν 1 (2.25) 
with 
L
v
= '/.Ρ ƒ d Î ^ d â ^ B t î ^ ^ . a , ) ^ ^ — Α . 
aQï(52 Τδ2ν12· (2.26a) 
L p v = У, Ρ ƒ d + r 1 2 da 1 da 2 g( + r 1 2 ( Q 1 .Q 2 ) - ¡ ¿^-A T ( 5 2 r ( j l 2 r v l 2 . (2.26b) 
V У'р J d?i2dâidâ2 к^іг-Чі-^І г^ μ12 vl2 
i V
 -в „
 +
 а 2 у 
"А.,,А 
Э0
-Г62 T Ó 2 8QT62ÍQKA2 Т б 2 К А 2 
(2.26с) 
Using the symmetry of the nematic state It follows that the coefficients 
L ,L and Η are equal to zero with the exception of L =L ,M ,M 
ν μν μν xz zx xx yy 
and M . Consequently the microscopic expression of Frank's distortion 
zz 
free energy density reads 
f.(r.) - 1/2 (M -2L )(a 9{T,))2 d 1 xx xz'v χ l 1 " 
+ 1/2 M (Э 6(r,))2 + 1/2 (M +2L )(Э 9(τ·,))2, (2.27) 
yy y 1 zz xz ζ 1 
where surface terms have been neglected meaning that the following rela­
tion can be used 
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a
x
a
z
e (fy = ( a z e ( ? l > ) 2 " ( 3 χ β ( ? 1 ) ) 2 · 
The microscopic expressions for the elastic constants follow from 
comparing expression (2.27) with the corresponding macroscopic expres­
sion for the distortion free energy density (1.9). which reads for the 
distortion considered, 
fjtfj) - 1/2 Κ ^ θ ^ ) ) 2 + 1/2 Κ , , ^ θ ^ ) ) 2 + 1/2 K ^ a ^ t f ^ ) 2 . (2.28) 
Consequently the elastic constants for splay, twist and bend are given 
by 
Κ.» M -2L , (2.29a) 
1 xx xz ' ' 
«2= V <2-29b) 
K,= M +2L , (2.29c) 
3 ZZ XZ \ J ι 
respectively.Clearly the elastic constants are determined by the first 
and second order derivatives of the intermolecular potential and the 
pair distribution function of the undistorted state. The calculational 
problems involved are twofold. First of all the intermolecular interac­
tion is unknown meaning in general that rather unsatisfactory models 
must be introduced. Secondly the exact calculation of the pair distribu­
tion function is a tremendous problem. Even the case of simple fluids 
has to be dealt with in terms of approximations. 
- 2t ~ 
Summarizing it can be stated that theoretical expressions for the 
elastic constants of nematlcs can be derived but that their theoretical 
determination is out of the question for the present. The underlying ap­
proach can be generalized easily to the case of non-symmetrical 
molecules. In view of the already mentioned difficulties such a calcula­
tion does not seem opportune. 
2.2 Some Examples. 
As a simple illustration of the preceding theory the elastic con­
stants of some wellknown molecular models for nematlcs are rederived 
here. The simplest one is the Maier-Saupe model[2], which is defined by 
the interaction energy 
V = -1/1»
 1Σ J(rlj)[3(âi-âj)2 - 1] 
• -
ъп
 iïjJ( W W ( 2 · 3 0 ) 
where the interaction strength J(г..) is usually assumed to have the 
form 
J(r ) = J - . (2.31) 
*
 riJ 
with С being a constant. In order to obtain an explicit expression for 
the elastic constants the molecules are assumed to be spheres having an 
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internal orientation and the pair distribution function is approximated, 
in an ad hoc way, by 
et^j.Oi.Q;,) = ftOiKtOj) if l^j l i г.. (2.32a) 
s ( ? i j ' Q i , Q j ) = 0 i f | ? i j i < r · · ( 2 - 3 2 b ) 
where f(Q) Is the one particle distribution function and r, is the ra­
dius of the spheres. Then the tensor elements L ,L and Η , that are 
ν μν μ\ι 
defined in equations (2.26a-c), can be calculated easily. The result is 
L · L = 0 , (2.33a) 
V • 3/2 PCS2 °£_
г
 d? Тф-. (2.33b) 
Here the order parameter S is defined by 
S = 3/2 J da f(0)Q
zz
. (2.3Ό 
It follows from equations (2.29a-c) that the elastic constants are given 
by 
κ
ι
 = к2 = к3 = i^rai. (2.35) 
a wellknown result. 
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A second example is the induced dipole-dipole model treated by Nehr-
ing and Saupe[3]· In this model the interaction between two particles i 
and J is given by 
V = —*-
iJ -6 
I* + \l+ * \ 
4J 
- ( a ^ a j ) 
"â~\ ^ i j ^ i J P ^ J ^ i j ö V ^ ö j - 6uijaUij(iQaTiVj 
l i j 
+ u iJau iJ | l< eeW + Qapj) + QaPiQaPJ + 2 / 3 (2.36) 
with UJ-I-^J.),,/!1".»..! an^ c being a constant. Using 
Э 
Т О ^ "
 =
 " ^ " [ ^ а т арі - 6Vr Qa61 + UT U6 + «Чві] ' ( 2 · 3 7 ) 
with u cu, _. and assuming that the pair distribution function is given 
by equation (2.32). it follows that 
L = 7 ^ - [S2-7S]. 
xz 105Г, (2.38a) 
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M = - ^ - [S2-2S], (2.38b) 
xx 15г, 
УУ 105r0 
M - , ^ p C [3S2n4S], (2.38d) 
zz 105r0 
where S is defined in equation (2.34). Consequently the elastic con­
stants are given by 
Ki • кз * і ё г · ( 2 - 3 9 a > 
к 2 - M ^ c s i . (2.39b) 
2 105г
в 
i.e. th< ' satisfy the wellknown relation 
Kj : K 2 : K 3 = 5 : 11 : 5. (2.40) 
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2. THE ELASTIC CONSTANTS OF A NEMATIC CONSISTING OF HARD RODS 
An important model that is used to understand the thermodynamic 
behaviour of nematics is the so-called hard rod model of Onsager[l]. 
This model consists of rod-like particles whose mutual repulsive in­
teraction is infinite if they overlap and zero otherwise. The thermo-
dynamic behaviour of this model has been calculated using the virial ex­
pansion. As shown by Onsager it suffices to take into account the second 
virial coefficient in order to describe the isotropic-anisotropic phase 
transition. Saupe[2], however, showed that the quantitative validity of 
the Onsager approach gets lost in the ordered state due to the influence 
of the length-to-diameter ratio of the particles. Thus the Onsager 
treatment of the hard rod model must be considered аз a qualitatively 
correct description of the influence of the shape of the molecules on 
the isotropic-nematic transition. The elastic constants of the hard rod 
model have been dealt with by several authorsCS.'l.S] within the frame­
work of the Onsager approach. In view of their statement that a hard rod 
system can be distorted,i.e. the hard rod model gives rise to finite 
elastic constants, in spite of the singular nature of the intermolecular 
potential, as well as mutual discrepancies in their calculations the 
elastic constants of the hard rod model are reconsidered here. The 
chosen procedure is to calculate the elastic constants of a non-singular 
model interaction, that contains the hard rod interaction as a limit 
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case, using linear response theory and the Onsager approach. In this way 
the effect of the singularity on the elastic constants can be studied 
properly. 
The first section of this chapter deals with the calculation of the 
pair distribution function within the framework of the Onsager approach. 
The elastic constants are discussed in the second section. 
3.1 The Pair Distribution Function. 
Within the framework of the virial expansion the pair distribution 
function is obtained in the following way. Consider the partition func­
tion of a system of N cylindrically shaped molecules with an interaction 
between the particles к and 1 of the form V.
 1 "Vfr, 1 ,Q. ,Q. ), where 
'кГ
г
к"
г
і 
г,., = |.- 1 denotes their mutual distance and ft and 0, are their 
orientational tensors defined in equation (2.18). The partition function 
of this system is given by 
z
 -
 lbi¡rÍ ¡ *h-^h-^ &%ν O.I) 
with 
e k l= exp [ - ß V ^ - W ] , (3.2) 
where a. is the unit vector along the cylinder axis of molecule i, 
РИк-Т)" 1, and λ and τ are defined in equations (2.6) and (2.7). The 
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probability PiQ-,..,!^) for the appearance of a given orientatlonal con­
figuration is then given by 
2(0.....QJ 
ρ ( 0
ι · · · ·ν • i¿..2.7.,?....*.s· ( 3 · 3 ) J d iV- d SN Z ( Qr---V' 
where 
Z(Q1'--'QN) • J d?l--d?N Λ ekl • ^ k Ü ! « k l W (3-ít) 
with < Π eifi^ iQi denoting the thermal average of Π e. . with respect 
to the non-interacting system for the fixed orientatlonal configuration 
{Q} = {Q1 •. · .Qj,} of the rods. With the aid of this probability distribu­
tion the free energy of the system can be written as 
F = Nl^T [ 31nA + 31ητ + Inp - 1 ] - Τ(Σ
ο
 + Σ ), (3.5) 
where Σ denotes the orientatlonal entropy and Σ is a quantity behaving 
as a pure entropie term (packing entropy) in the hard core limit, 
Σ
ο
 =
 -"В J d V ·αέΝ P(Q1· · • ' V l n P(Q1· · · · V ' ( 3 · 6 ) 
Σ
Ρ " "в Í ¿van P«V--.Vln \h ^{Q}· ( 3 · 7 ) 
In the following F is calculated according to Onsager. 
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The Onsager approach consists of two steps. (1) The probability 
function P(Q. ,..,{!,) is written as the product of one-particle distribu­
tion functions 
N 
P«^....«^) =
 1п 1 P(Qi). (3.8) 
(2) The thermal average Ο-Ό is approximated in terms of two-particle 
clusters 
^l «Wi« = кЗі < ^i^Qj)· ί3·9) 
Using the Mayer function 
kl e ^ - 1. (ЗЛО) 
it follows directly that 
l n
 < •12>{Q1.Q2}- < ' u N ^ . O , } - ν Í ^ 12[exp(-pV12) - 1]. (3.11) 
Higher order terms in f-- can be neglected as they do not contribute to 
the free energy per particle in the thermodynamic limit. Consequently 
the free energy per particle f is given by 
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f = l^T [ 31nA + 31ητ + Inp - 1 ] + kgT J da P(Q)ln P(Q) 
+ kgTp J
 d|i(jâ2 P Í ^ J P Í ^ J B Í ^ , ^ ) . (3.12) 
where the second virial coefficient 8(0. ,CU) is defined as 
Bd^.O,) = -1/2 J d? 1 2 [ exp (-ßVir^.l^.^)) - 1]. (3.13) 
The one-particle orientatlonal distribution function P(Q) is determined 
by the requirement that it must minimize the free energy of the system. 
The pair distribution function gir.^.Q-.Q^) can be derived as fol-
lows. According to its definition the internal energy per particle due 
to the intermolecular interaction can be written as[6] 
u = 1/2 ρ J df^d^da., g^.Q^Q^vtf^.Q^). (3.14) 
The present calculation gives rise to 
u = 1/2 ρ Jd?12da1da2P(Q1)P(Q2)V(?12,Q1.Q2)exp[-ßV(?12,Q1.Q2)]. (3.15) 
Consequently the Onsager approach leads to the following pair distribu-
tion function 
B(?i2,Qi'Q2) = p(Qi>p(Q2> ««pt-ßvtf^'W3· ( з л 6 ) 
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This function plays an important part in the calculation of the elastic 
constants as shown in the expressions {2.26) and (2.29). 
2-1 ! Ш Е Elastic Constants. 
The hard rod model consists of particles interacting through a po­
tential 
V
kl=° ·
 if
 l?kll
 S,4rV»L>· 
V k l = 0 . if |J k l| > Б ( І к і Л . 0 1 ) . (3.17) 
where г =|r .Ju... and the function D.
 1=D(u, . ,0. ,Q, ) is the closest 
distance of approach of the molecules к and 1. That function depends on 
the direction of the intermolecular distance vector as well as on the 
orientations of both molecules. In view of the discontinuous character 
of such an interaction the following interaction is considered here in­
stead 
V k l = A 
ι /-> 1 .. / Гкі"Рк1
 t 
1/2 - —arctan( ) 
π ε 
(3.18) 
where the parameters A and e have the dimension of energy and length 
respectively. This potential does not lead to discontinuities except in 
the limit c+0, where the potential behaves as a step function with 
height A. The hard rod model is obtained by taking first the limit e-»0 
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and then the l imit A·»». 
The values of the e l a s t i c constants follow from the expressions 
( 2 . 2 6 ) . i . e . they are determined in the present case by 
Γ
 9 D1P 
V *> J dÄ12dÄldVul2uvl2P«« ll»P<Q2>-irT-Ne20<ai2-Ql-Q2»· < З Л 9 а ) 162 
"μν" % P I dÄ12d4ldS2V2Uvl2P<Ql)P«Q2)a«u12-Ql'e2»" 
3D 12 
-в^,,+ 
12 A. „ A 
' « Г « ^
2 3 £ 4
δ
2 9 0
Κ
Λ 2 Т 6 2 Κ λ 2 
У
г
р ƒ d S ^ d ^ n ^^((^JPÍ^JHía^.Q,.^). 
aD12 iOlZ , . 
8Qr62 '«клг γ δ 2 K A 2 · 
(3.19b) 
where 
(Κδ,,.ο,.ο,) = A Γ "dr , ,A — 
12 т. ¿ π Jo 12 12
 Е
« + -••(r12-D12)« 
exp 
1 rl2~D12 
-βΑ{1/2 - — arctanf^^——)} (3.20a) 
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H(S12.Q1.Q2) - 2A Γ * d A
 e(r12-D12) 
1¿ ^- ¿ π Jo 12 12 Γ
ε
» + [-«•(r12-D12)«]· 
exp 
1 r12"D12 
-βΑ{1/2 - - arctant 1¿ ^ ) } (3.20b) 
In order to study the influence of the singularity the limit e->0 is 
considered. It follows (see Appendix I) that 
lig Qtí^.Cy - ^ (l-e-^JD^S^.Q,.^). (3.21a) 
lig HtS^.^.^) . Í(l-e-&A)D3(512.Q1.Q2) • 
f^WÏ^,W- (3.21Ь, 
Consequently the quantities Η diverge in case intermolecular interac­
tions are described in terms of finite step functions.i.e. in the limit 
c->0. This means that such a type of interaction gives rise to infinite­
ly large elastic constants.i.e. such a system cannot be distorted. Con­
cerning the hard rod model,i.e. the limit A+~, the only sensible con­
clusion seems to be to ascribe to that model infinitely large elastic 
constants as well, in spite of the Α-dependent behaviour of the coeffi­
cient in front of the term proportional to l/ε. That conclusion is sus­
tained by considering other well behaving potentials that contain the 
hard rod model as a limit case. An example of such a potential is given 
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in Appendix II. 
The present result does not agree with the already mentioned results 
of other authors. The reason for this discrepancy seems to be that these 
authors base their calculations on a postulated distortion free energy 
density, whereas the present calculation derives that quantity from 
first principles. 
Appendix I 
Consider 
f(x) = lia - , , * , exp 
c+0 π c'+íx-D)» 
-&AU/2 - — arctBn( — ) } 
TI с 
. (AI.l) 
This function is zero everywhere except at x=D, where it is infinite. 
The integral over all space, however, remains constant: 
JU nx)dx = jU-e'l»*). (AI.2) 
x-D 
as can be proved easily by changing to the new variable y=arctan( ). 
ε 
Consequently it follows that 
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f (χ) = ^(1-е-РА)б(х-0). 
Ρ 
(АІ.З) 
This means 
[ dx х (х) « i(l-e-eV. 
Jo P 
(Al.t) 
Next consider the integral 
C
<
C
> » t Jo 
и 
dx χ It 2e(x-D) [c' + fx-D)1]1 exp -pA{l/2 - - arctani^
515
-)} 
π с 
Α
β
χ ρ [ - β Α / 2 ] ^ - Γ " dx χ 4 , , ' exp 
π 9D Jo c' + íx-D)1 
&Α ^ , χ-Ρ . 
•
Ε
—arc tan ( ) 
M ^-exp[-pA/2] f " dx χ1*, , , e' .,, 
η' Jo [c' + tx-D)1]' exp 
βΑ ^
 ( x-D , 
-^—arctan ( ) .(AI.5) 
The function 
M 
*
W
 • HS V-eXPÍ-W2he'H*-DVV eXP 
BA ^ , x-D , 
•
E
—arctan ( ) (AI.6) 
is zero everywhere except at χ=Ό, where it is infinite. The integral 
over all space, however, appears here to depend on ε. It follows that 
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Γ° , \* τ 1 2пАГ1-е'Р А 1 , . ,
 ν
ν 
g(x)dx = lim — —-—'—: '-. (ΑΙ.7) 
J— ε-»О с Β»Α,+'*π» 
This calculation can also be performed easily by changing to the vari-
x-D 
able y»arctan( ). Consequently g(x) behaves as 
i 2пАГ1-е-Р А]
б ( х_ 0 Ь ( Д І - 8 ) 
*
м
 - eis τ ; " Â I : ^ l6(-D) 
This means that 1(e) diverges in the limit e->0, as 
11. K e ) = i(l-e-PA)D3 • lim 1 M A f l - e - P V , 
ε+0 ρ c+ö с p'A'+fjn1 (ΑΙ.9) 
Appendix II 
The elastic constants of a hard rod system can also be calculated 
using the interaction 
V k l= V,exp[-A(rkl-Dkl)], (AII.l) 
where the parameters V, and A have the dimension of energy and recipro­
cal length respectively. This potential gives the hard rod interaction 
in the limit A-»·. The functions Gfu.-.Q-.Q-) and Htu.^Q.,Q,) that 
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appear in equations (3·20) are given in the present case by 
a t í ^ . Q j ) - Av, J0°dr12r!i2. 
exp{-A(r12-D12)-ßV0exp[-A(r12-D12)]} (All.2) 
and 
HtS^.Qj) - АЧ f0"dr124« 
exp{-A(r12-D12)-ßV„exp[-A(r12-D12)]} (AII.3) 
Consider 
f(x) = lim AV.expf-AU-DJ-ßV.expC-Aix-D)]}. (All. k) 
A->» 
This function is zero everywhere, except at x=D, where it is infinite. 
The integral of this function over all space is 
£_ dx f(x) « j , (All.5) 
as can be shown easily by changing to the new variable y=exp[-A(x-D)]. 
Consequently 
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f (χ) = —Ô(x-D). (All.6) 
Using this result in equation (All.2) it follows that 
G(212-Q1,Q2) = t D (U12*Q1,Q2)· (All.7) 
Next consider the function 
g(x) = lim A2V,exp[ -A(x-D)-pV,exp[-A(x-D)]l . (All.8) 
This function is zero everywhere, except at x=D, where it is infinite. 
The integral over all space is 
£_ dx g(x) = Jim j . (All.9) 
This integral can be performed easily by introducing the new variable 
y=exp[-A(x-D)]. Consequently it follows that 
g(x) = lim -^ÖU-0)· (All.10) 
A-»» Ρ 
Using this result in equation (AII.3) it appears that 
H(212,Q1.Q2) - ¿im ^ ( ^ . C y . (All.11) 
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Clearly the present interaction gives rise to a diverging function 
H(u12,Q1,Q2) in the hard rod limit, and consequently the elastic con­
stants of hard rods must be infinitely large. This result sustains the 
one obtained in section 3-2. 
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4. THE CALCULATION OF THE ELASTIC CONSTANTS OF LENNARD-JONES RODS* 
4.1 Introduction. 
The calculation of the elastic constants of nematic liquid crystals 
has been the subject of several studies. Because of the unknovm form of 
the intermolecular interaction these studies concentrate on model sys­
tems stressing one or some of the characteristic features of the inter-
molecular interaction that attend the underlying molecular structure. 
Priest[l], Poniewierski and Stecki[2] and Straley[3] derived expressions 
for the elastic constants of a system of hard rods thus stressing the 
repulsive part of the intermolecular interactions. On the other hand 
Maier and SaupeC1!] and Nehring and Saupe[5] paid attention solely to the 
attractive part of the intermolecular interaction. The combined influ­
ence of anisotropic repulsive and attractive interactions was analysed 
by Stecki and Poniewierski[6] and Gelbart and Ben-Shaul[7] by adding an 
attractive term to the hard core model, and by Dunmur and Miller[8] us­
ing a procedure as analogous to that given in references [4,5]. Finally 
a pragmatic approach of van der Meer et al.[9] should be mentioned which 
is based on a model consisting of harmonic intermolecular forces. 
In this chapter the elastic constants are discussed of a model that 
can be conceived as a Leonard-Jones interaction between rods. Compared 
* published in Liquid Crystals 2, (I987). 
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with existing models the present model takes into account the softness 
of the repulsive part of the intermolecular interaction as well as the 
connection between the extensiveness of the molecules and the orienta­
tion dependence of the attractive part. As a consequence of the intro­
duction of these new features great calculational problems appear as 
soon as the thermodynamic properties, for example the temperature depen­
dence of the order parameter, are considered. For that reason we shall 
concentrate on the fully ordered state,i.e. the present calculation can 
only be related to the elastic constants and their mutual ratios in the 
highly ordered nematic state. 
The organization of this chapter is as follows. In section 2 the 
results of some of the above mentioned existing models are discussed. 
The new model is introduced in section 3, where also the expressions for 
its elastic constants are derived. The behaviour of the elastic con­
stants as a function of the different parameters is analysed numerically 
in section Ί, and the results are compared with experiment as far as 
possible. Finally, in section 5, the results are discussed, among other 
things in comparison with the existing models. 
4.2 Review of Some Existing Models. 
The simplest model to describe liquid crystalline materials is the 
wellknown one of Maier and Saupe [4]. Here the orientational interaction 
between spherical molecules is described in terms of the second Legendre 
polynomial. Such an interaction gives rise to three equal elastic con­
stants. 
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Nehring and Saupe [5] calculated the elastic constants of a model 
consisting of spheres that interact through an induced dipole-dipole in­
teraction. They found for that model 
Kj : K 2 : K 3 = 5 : 11 : 5 · (4.1) 
In fact the Maier-Saupe model is a special case of the Nehring-Saupe 
model, as the P, interaction is the space average of the dipole-dipole 
interaction. Both models are not satisfactory from the experimental 
point of view, because the molecules of liquid crystals are far from 
spherical, and K, is known to be the smallest of the three elastic con­
stants. 
Priest [1] expanded an arbitrary interaction as well as the distri­
bution function in spherical harmonics. However, according to linear 
response theory the latter must not be expanded. His procedure gives 
rise to 
*-•···-*· $b 
V • • • ' • »'' ^Г· I»· 2' 
where 
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К = l/SÍK, + к
г
 + к,), 
<?,> = 1/2< Зсозг - 1 >, and 
<Pt> = 1/8< 35cos*e - 30соз
г
 + 3 >· 
The quantities A and Δ' depend on the properties of the molecules. 
They are hardly calculable except in a few special, very simple cases. 
Priest calculates them explicitly for the case of hard spherocylinders, 
but he overlooks the fact that in this very case the interaction cannot 
be expanded. The reason, that his calculation has not been questioned 
till now, is probably due to the fact that his results are in reasonably 
good agreement with experiment. 
Poniewierski and Stecki [2] started from the free energy as a func­
tional of the single particle distribution function. Applying their 
method to the hard rod case they arrived at a result that differs from 
that obtained by Priest. According to Poniewierski and Stecki them­
selves, this difference is small. However, they seem to overlook the 
strange situation that their ratios of the elastic constants can become 
negative in certain cases. Moreover, their procedure still contains the 
same weak point of expanding a hard core interaction. When their method 
is applied to some other interaction, the elastic constants are hardly 
calculable. 
A pragmatic approach was given by van der Meer et al.[9], who pro­
posed an intermolecular interaction based on harmonic forces. Although 
the method is very clear, the model itself is far too simple. At large 
distances the interaction becomes infinite. This absurdity they correct 
by introducing an ad hoc distribution function. Such a procedure is 
doubtful because it does not take into account the dependence of the 
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distribution function on the intermolecular interaction. Their calcula­
tion results in 
K, : K 2 : K 3 = 3 : 1 = f (^)
2
, (4.3) 
with L/B the length-to-width ratio of the molecules. The Κ,/Κ! ratio is 
about a factor of 2 too small, whereas the К,/K, ratio increases too 
fast with L/B in comparison with experiment. 
It is clear from this outline that theoretical models of liquid cry­
stals only lead to calculable elastic constants, when lots of approxima­
tions are made. These approximations, however, often involve the danger 
that the model is not realistic anymore, or in other words not physical­
ly acceptable. Whenever a model is created that could possibly be a rea­
sonable description of reality, it appears to be too complicated to cal­
culate its elastic constants. In this chapter a middle course is fol­
lowed . 
4.2 Lennard-Jones Rods. 
The starting point of our model is the Lennard-Jones interaction 
between spheres. A number of spheres can be linked together such that 
the resulting chain can be conceived approximately as a spherocylinder. 
Next a system of such spherocyllnders is considered (figure 3)· The 
spheres of a given chain interact with the spheres of a second chain ac­
cording to a Lennard-Jones interaction 
- Ι»β — 
u. . 
IJ 
-1»ε' 
lij 
¿І 
^ 
(1.1) 
where e' is the interaction strength and σ is related to the radius of 
the spheres. Further we assume that the interactions between the spheres 
of a given chain do not influence the resulting intennolecular interac­
tions . 
figure 3. Schematic representation of two Lennard-Jones rods, each with 
length L+B and width B. The unit vector a denotes the orientation of a 
rod, whereas r. . describes the mutual position of the rods i and j. 
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Then, the total interaction between two spherocylinders i and j is 
V. . =• -e 
1J 
r
V.L
 r
% L 
da db J
-y,L J - v i L 
2BD 012 
[г
і;|.(а,Ь)]
6
 [г
і;)(а,Ь)] 12 
О».5) 
with 
r i j ( a ' b ) l i ? i j + b a j - a a i i · 
where г., is the vector connecting the centers of mass of the rods and 
the unit vector a. gives the orientation of rod i; c^p'ε', ρ being the 
number of spheres per unit length. Неге В denotes the width of the rods 
and is described by the distance г . that minimizes u . in equation 
(4.4), giving 3·= 20«. The length of the rods is L+B. 
Interacting Lennard-Jones rods are now used as a model for a nematic 
liquid crystal. For the sake of simplicity the system is assumed to pos­
sess perfect order,i.e. a. can be identified with the director n. at 
position г.. Without loss of generality r. may be chosen as the ori­
gin. The vector r.-r. is abbreviated to r. Because its deviation is 
small the director at the position г may be expanded with respect to 
the director in the origin in the following way: 
n(r) = n(0) + iy pn(0) + 1/2 Γ βΓ γ3 ρ3 τη(0). (4.6) 
Then substitution of equation (4.6) into equation (4.5) and expansion of 
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the denominators to second order in the derivat ives of n, g ives 
r
, / i L
 г'/'1-V(r) = -e da db 
J
-y,L J -y 2 L 
2BU ,12 
| r + ( b - a ) n ( 0 ) | 6 |r+(b-a)n(0) äir, \ |12 
6 b
 < 2 r a V ß n a ( 0 ) + Г а г р г Т 8 а Э р п Т ( 0 ) ' « y l ^ V p V ß ' S 1 0 » X 
»12 
| r+ (b -a )n (0 ) | 8 Ir+ib-aJniO)!11* 
1 2 b 2 r a r p r T r 6 3 a n p ( 0 ) S n 6 ( 0 ) 
іш
6 
ТВ 
12 
| r + ( b - a ) n ( 0 ) | 1 0 | г М Ь - а ) п ( 0 ) | 1 6 С».?) 
where summation over repeated indices is implied. The additional energy 
term that is caused by the distortion gives rise to an increase of the 
free energy of the system. Using the standard procedure of linear 
response theory (cf.chapter 2) the so-called distortion free energy den­
sity can be written as 
fd = '/«d J är g(r.Ä(0))[V(J) - V, (?)]. (t.8) 
V, being the intermolecular interaction in the undistorted system; 
g(r,n(0))denotes the pair distribution function in the undistorted 
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state and d is the density of the system. The coordinate system may be 
chosen such that n(0) is parallel to the ζ axis. Because of the uniax-
iality of the system the director at the position г can be written in 
terms of the Eulerian angle (г) as 
n(r) = (зіп (г),0,соз (г)). (M) 
This means 
a n(0) = (9 β,0,0) 
α α 
(k.10a) 
and 
Э 9 n(0) = (9 9 θ,0.-9 Θ9 Θ). 
α ρ α ρ α ρ 
Cl.lOb) 
Use of the expressions (4.10) and substitution of equation (4.7) into 
equation (4.8) gives 
fd = 3dc | di g(J,A(0)) r , / l L r 1 / i L г 
da db b{2xr 9 θ 
•4iL J-,/,L L α α 
+ хг Г.9 9.θ 
α ß α ß 
( a
-
z ) r a V a e V } K 
a12 
[x'+y' + tb-a+z)2]1* [x2+y2 + (b -a+z) J ] 7 
2b2x2r r.9 89.Θ« 
α ß α ß 
4Bb JB 12 
[x2+y , + (b -a+z) 2 ] 5 [x2+y2 + (b -a +z ) 2 ] 8 
(4.11) 
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Changing to cylindrical coordinates 
χ = рсозф, у = рэіпф, (4.12) 
and using the fact that g(r,n(0) )does not depend on the angle Φ for 
reasons of symmetry, the integral over Φ can be performed immediately. 
It follows that 
0 dp dz pg(p,z) f da Г db b{2pí:a β + 
Ρ
2
ζ3
χ
3
ζ
β + (в-г)р 2((э
х
в) 2+(9
у
в) 2) + 2(a-z)z2(a
z
e)2}« 
=12 
[p' + íb-a+z)·]'* [p' + tb-a+z)»]7 
' / . ^ { З Р ^ О ^ ) 2 + р \ э
у
е ) 2 + ΐ(ρ2ζ2(3
ζ
β)2}> 
l|Bb 7B 12 
[p» + (b-a+z)l]5 [p' + íb-a+z)']8 
(4.13) 
It must be noted that the first term in this expression, i.e. the term 
being linear in the first order derivative of Θ, does not contribute to 
the integral. This can be seen easily using symmetry arguments. Further 
it holds that 
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a a = (э θ) 2 - (э θ) 2, 
χ ζ ζ χ 
(4.14) 
because surface terms may be neglected. Then the expression for the 
distortion free energy density can be compared with that due to 
Frank[10]t which reads in terms of the derivatives of the Eulerian angle 
fd = 1/2 K j O ^ ) 2 + 1/2 к2(ау ) 2 + 1/2 κ3(3ζθ)2. (4.15) 
Such a comparison shows that the e l a s t i c constants of the system of 
Lennard-Jones rods are given by 
I K2 J = Sdcn J^dp J + dz pg(p,z) I " da f г d b « 
,12 
[p' + ib-a+z)']'* [р г + (Ь-а+г)»] 7 
V2b
2p2 3
12 
[p2 + (b-a+z)»] 5 [p' + t b - a + z ) 2 ] 8 
( P2(a-3z) \ P2(a-z) I 
2z(p 2-z 2+2az)/ 
/3P 2\ 
»Ι Ρ
2
 (4. W) 
The problem still remains of finding a suitable distribution 
function. An exact calculation of this function is prohibitively 
difficult, and therefore it must be approximated. The following 
approximation is used here [11]: 
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««'·») • г» ^ e X P J " ß V l ( P ' Z ) ] . (4.17) 
Jodp {.^jo" d+ Ρ e xP [-PV.(P.z)] 
where P"[lc_T]~ , and k- is the Boltzmann constant. It should be noted 
that the main effect of this distribution function is that two molecules 
can hardly overlap. 
The elastic constants can now be calculated and this must be done 
numerically. An important quantity is the length-to-width ratio 
R=(L+B)/B. The results of the calculations will be presented in the fol­
lowing section. 
4.4 Results. 
In order to determine the dependence of the elastic constants on, 
for example, the length-to-width ratio of the molecules or the tempera­
ture it is important to give an acceptable value to the interaction 
strength c. Because it is very difficult to calculate the transition 
temperature of the present model, it is not possible to estimate the 
right value of с in that way. A second method is to choose e such that 
one of the elastic constants has the experimentally measured value; this 
method is used here. Further the molecules are assumed to be perfectly 
aligned,i.e. an elastic constant of a perfectly ordered nematic must be 
used as reference. The experimental quantities K' obtained by Leenhouts 
[12] seem to represent this situation. It should be remarked here that 
the choice of Κ},Κ; or KJas reference is totally free; here Kg is 
chosen. Out of the variety of available Kj'data, which are all of the 
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same order of magnitude, we choose the K'value of 4-
шеЫ зхуЬепгу1іаепе-4'-cyanoaniline (MBCA). The temperature dependence 
is chosen such that the material described is in the nematic state, for 
example, β = 2*10 J - 1. The density d is selected to be of the right 
order of magnitude [13],i.e. d = 2.5x10 ' m~3. 
The results for с are given in Table III, showing that 
c=1.25*10~5jm~ is an acceptable reference value; this value will be 
used in the following. Table IV shows the influence of the length-to-
width ratio on the magnitude of the elastic constants and their ratios; 
both the ratio К,/K, and the elastic constants themselves increase with 
increasing R. This feature agrees with experiment, so far as the 
molecules can be conceived as rigid rods. The ratio K¡/K,does not 
depend on R. This is also in agreement with experiment, although the ra-
tio is a factor of 2 too small. Finally, the temperature dependence of 
the elastic constants has been determined. The results are shown in 
Table V. The constants increase with decreasing temperature as expected. 
The ratio Kj/K,remains constant, whereas К,/K, decreases with de­
creasing temperature. These last two features do not agree with experi­
ment. This is certainly due largely to the fact that, in reality, there 
exists also a temperature dependence via the order parameter. Presently, 
this quantity is assumed to be one and constant. Therefore, a comparison 
of the temperature dependence of the elastic constants with experiment 
is out of the question. The present calculation only indicates the ef­
fect of the distribution function. 
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c(Jm-2) 
0.63*IO"5 
1.25*IO"5 
1.88*10"5 
2.50ХІ0"5 
К,(10" 1 2N) 
4-59 
I7 .I 
5 I . 5 
126 
K2(10"1 2N) 
I.56 
5-79 
I7.2 
1Ц.6 
K,(10"1 2N) 
6.67 
17.4 
36.7 
65.7 
κ,/κ, 
о.зчо 
0.337 
0.333 
о.ззо 
к,/к, 
1Л5Ч 
1.012 
оліЦ 
0.523 
Table III. Variation of the interaction strength с in order to deter­
mine an adequate value. The length-to-width ratio Η is 3. The experi­
mental K!0 value for MBCA, whose molecular length-to-width ratio is 
about 3 as well, is 18.2»10"12N. 
R 
3 
k 
5 
6 
K, ( l O " 1 ^ ) 
1.71 
8.13 
32.7 
94.3 
K, (IO"11!*) 
0.579 
2.74 
11.0 
31.7 
MIO" 1 1 !* ) 
1.74 
13.4 
70.0 
237 
К, /к, 
0.337 
0.337 
0.337 
о.ззб 
к,/к, 
1.012 
1.645 
2.1І2 
2.513 
Table IV. Influence of the length-to-width ratio R on the values of the 
elastic constants and their ratios for c=1.25xl0~5 Jm~ . 
T(K) 
342 
354 
362 
366 
Κ,(10" 1 1 Ν) 
1.87 
1.77 
1.71 
1.69 
К
г
 ( l O " 1 ^ ) 
0.628 
0.595 
0.579 
0.571 
K 3 (10" 1 1 N) 
1.81 
1.76 
1ЛИ 
1.73 
κ,/κ, 
0.337 
0.337 
0.337 
0.337 
к,/к, 
0.969 
0.977 
1.012 
1.019 
Table V. Influence of temperature on the values of the elastic con­
stants and their ratios for e=1.25xl0"5 Jm - 2 and R=3· 
figure 4. The relation between the К,/K, ratio and the length-to-
width ratio R;(l) the dashed line results from the harmonic model;(2) 
the crosses are the experimental results of Leenhouts;(3) the full line 
is obtained from the present model. 
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4.5 Discussion. 
The results of the present model can be compared best with the 
theoretical results of the rather similar approach of van der Meer et 
al.[9]. Unfortunately, it is hard to compare them with those of other 
models, because of the assumed perfect order. The paper of van der Meer 
et al. Stresses the relation between the length-to-width ratio and the 
behaviour of the ratio K,/K,. Their result, as well as the result for 
Lennard-Jones rods, is plotted in figure 4. The experimental results of 
supposed rigid rods, as measured by Leenhouts, are also indicated in 
that figure. As can be seen, the shape of the curve resulting from the 
present model is in better agreement with experiment than that obtained 
from the harmonic model developed by van der Meer et al. 
Regarding the temperature dependence of the elastic constants,it 
should be remarked that a comparison with the harmonic forces model is 
not possible because the temperature is not included in that model. 
The ratio K,/K, remains a problem theoretically. Although it 
varies a little in the present model, it still remains more or less 
equal to the value of 1/3· That situation might be improved by making с 
dependent on the variables a and b in the interaction given in equation 
(4.5),i.e. by making the interaction strength of the spheres in a given 
chain (cf. figure 3) dependent on their position in the chain. In such 
a way it would be possible to imitate real molecules and to distinguish 
different groups of atoms in a molecule. Another extension that might 
improve the results is the following. The spheres that are used to con-
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struct the molecules can be linked together to form disks first. Then 
these disks can be piled up to cylinders. The interactions between these 
cylinders can be considered as interactions between molecules in liquid 
crystals, where the direction perpendicular to the disk plane 
corresponds to the orientation of the molecules. Unfortunately, such a 
model leads to very complicated calculations. 
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5. ELASTIC CONTINUUM THEORY OF BIAXIAL NEMATICS* 
5.I Introduction. 
The macroscopic theory of nematics describes these anisotropic ma­
terials in terms of a continuous field. Because of the anisotropic na­
ture and the absence of polar effects this field must necessarily be a 
tensor field of second rank. This tensor field is denoted by Q(r) and 
describes both the amount of order and the orientation of the material 
at the site r. The undistorted state of the medium is assumed to be 
homogeneous, i.e. the tensor field does not depend on r. In a properly 
chosen coordinate system denoted by the unit vectors e', a=x,y,z, the 
tensor order parameter Q is diagonal having elements 
Q0 =0 if α*β, where a,ß=x,y,z, (5.1) 
^ х
1
 -i/StS-T). 0^= -1/3(S+T). <^
z
= 2/3 S . (5.2) 
Biaxial nematics are described by the two order parameters S and T, 
whereas uniaxial nematics are described by only one order parameter, for 
example, S in case the uniaxial axis is chosen along e°. With respect 
* published in Physical Review A30, (1984); Physical Review -
A3t. (1966). 
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to an arbitrary coordinate system denoted by the unit vectors e the 
elements of the tensor order parameter read 
Q
«* • W r ö (5-3) 
where R „ are the elements of the transformation matrix of Euler.i.e. 
% - К-Ч- {3Λ) 
This means that the general expression of an element of the order param­
eter tensor, which describes a biaxial nematic, is given by 
V -1/3 s < ν έ ϊ > < ν Η > + s<v% ) (Vêz> ( 5 · 5 ) 
•i/з τ í(*e-^><S'H,"(v4,(Sp'áy,}· 
An undistorted biaxial nematic liquid crystal is characterized by 
three mutually perpendicular twofold axes, whose directions are denoted 
by the vectors n, m and l=mxn. These symmetry axes coincide with 
the axes of the specific coordinate system that gives rise to a diagonal 
representation of the tensor order parameter. The following identifica-
tion is chosen, I=e· , m=e· , and ^ e * . This choice gives rise to 
χ y ζ 0 
the following expressions for the components of the directors I, m and 
η with respect to an arbitrary coordinate system: 
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1 = (ê -e·) = R , (5.6a) 
α α χ αχ 
m = (e •eG) = R , (5.6b) 
α α y ay 
η = (ê -e·) = R - (5.6c) 
a a ζ az 
Consequently the general expression for an element of the tensor order 
parameter of a biaxial nematic can be written as 
Qaß = S<naV1/3 V + 1 / 3 Т ( 1 аУ т а · ( 5 · 7 ) 
where the tensor 6 „ is the Kronecker delta. 
ар 
5.2 Elastic Continuum Theory. 
The elastic continuum theory is obtained by expanding the free ener­
gy density, f(r), that belongs to a given tensor order parameter field 
Q(r), around the homogeneous state having a free energy density ft . 
The difference between both densities, i.e. f(r)-f0, is called the 
distortion free energy density f,(r). This distortion free energy den­
sity is a function of the spatial derivatives of the tensor order param­
eter field. The elastic continuum theory deals only with small spatial 
derivatives. Consequently only the lowest terms in the expansion are 
taken into account. This means that the elastic continuum theory is 
based on the following expression for the distortion free energy densi­
ty: 
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fd<?) - Ч * Т Г Г ) [ Э Л ^ ) ] 
αρτμνρ α ρτ μ νρ 
+
 LaßTu(?)[3aapQTp(r)]· ( 5 · 8 ) 
where Э » , the Greek indices denote χ,у and ζ and the Einstein sum-
а эа 
mation convention is used. The tensors L „^(r), L .
v
 (r) and 
αρτ αρτμνρ 
L „_ (г) must be composed of the tensors Q „(г), б . and the Levi-
αρτμ ctp ар 
Civita tensor с „„. 
αρτ 
Next the degree of ordering is assumed to be unaffected throughout 
all the medium, i.e. the order parameters S and Τ do not depend on the 
position r. Then it holds according to (5-7) 
a
a V із-і/зтжа^ у^п,)] 
2/3 T[(8
a
m p)m T+m &(a am T)]. (5.9) 
where use has been made of the relation 
1 1 . = с ε . m n m n = 6 „-m rn.-n п.. (5·10) 
α β αμν βρσ μ ν ρ σ α β α β α β 
Consequently the elastic distortion free energy density of a biaxial 
nematic can be written as 
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f . ( г ) = А Э η + В Э m + A (a η )(а η ) 
α αρ α ρ αρ α ρ άρτο α (5 τ ο 
+
 б
(а
а
 (8
Т
т
б> * V e ^ a V ^ T - í » 
+ Α
σβΤ
3
α
3
Λ
 + Β
αρτ
3
α
3
Λ·
 ( 5 Л 1 ) 
with η and m depending on г. The tensors A ., В „, A „„,, В „,., 
ар ар άρτο άρτο 
c
 о,х-. А -„, and В „_ depend on the order parameters S and T. The pos-
арто арт арт 
sible forms of these tensors follow directly from: (1) the invariance of 
the free energy density to replacement of I by -î, m by -m, or η by 
-n; (2) 1 m = 1 η = m η = 0; (3) 1 1 = m m = η η = 1; (Ί) 1 1.+ m m.+ 
α α α α α α α α α α α α α β α β 
n
„
nR = Ö „ R · 
α ρ ар 
5.2 Relevant Tensors. 
The terms A „a η. and В .8 m- only appear in case the medium is 
αρ α ρ ар а ρ 
chiral. It is verified easily that these twist terms must be of the fol­
lowing form: 
l-i ε о^тоП,т.Э п., (5.12) 
1 αβτ β Τ б α δ 
^ ^т Ч б (5-13) 
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h сарт т <5 {5ЛЦ) 
The description of a chiral biaxial nematic involves evidently 3 in­
dependent twist terms. 
The tenus Α
α
βγ
δ
( 9α ηρ)( 8γ η
ό
). Ваетб ( Эа ^т юЛ 
с
 <і^х(э n0)(a„m,) appear to give rise to the following independent 
арто а р т о 
bulk terms: 
Al <Vo , ( ,pV ( 5 Л 5 ) 
A2 ( 8 α η ρΗ 3 α η β) · (5.16) 
^ " ^ • ^ ^ V · ( 5 Л 7 ) 
^ » а - Л - б ^ а ^ ' ^ т ^ ) · ( 5 Л 8 ) 
A 5 в a m f ^ ( Э τ n a > ( 9 Λ ) , ( 5 Л 9 ) 
В1 ( Э а т а ) ' а Л ) (5·2 0) 
В2 « » a V ' W · ( 5 · 2 1 ) 
^ • o V ' a ^ ^ P ^ · ( 5 · 2 2 ) 
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'/( " a V ï V a V ' V ó ' · (5.23) 
^WVaXyV· ( 5 · 2 1 , ) 
^"aWV'Va'· ( 5 · 2 5 ) 
^"aV^V^pV- ( 5 · 2 6 ) 
Clearly more invariant terms can be constructed. However, these addi-
tional terms al l reduce, apart from irrelevant surface terms, to the 12 
terms (5.15)-(5·26). Consider, for example, the term (Э m
e
)(3.m ). 
α ρ ρ α 
This term is equivalent to (a m КЭ.т.), for 
α α p p 
l W { W - ( , a " a ) ( W " W P " ^ " Ъ
а
(ш
а\ш^' ( 5 · 2 7 ) 
and the right-hand side of this identity contains only surface terms. A 
second example concerns the term m п030т,Э n„. It follows directly 
α ρ ρ τ α τ 
from 
V V p V p V - V V p V p V 
т
аУ
Э
а
П
Т
) (
Ут
)
 - V ^ V T X ' ^ Y ' + 
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' P W V ' V T ' " v W a X ' f j V + 
m
a
nT ( aa n(i ) ( ,p mT ) - na nT ( 3a mf i
) ( 3(S mT ) ( 5 · 2 8 ) 
that, apart from a surface term, the invariant m п
а
{Эт )(Э η ) can be 
α ρ ρ τ α τ 
expressed as a linear combination of the invariants η m_(a n„)(dDm„), 
α ρ α τ ρ τ 
η
α
η&(3α , ,1β ) (8ΤΒΤ )· Vp ( 3 a n ß ) ( a T n T ) · V ß ^ ^ a 1 ^ ρ Ψ т й 
η п11(Э т Хэ.т,) . The invariants η п„(Э m„)(ä^m,) and 
α ρ τ α ρ τ α ρ α ρ τ τ 
m m.fa η.χβ,η,) in their tum are equivalent to η n.(3,m )(3_m_) 
α ρ α ρ τ τ α ρ τ α ρ τ 
and m πι.^,,η Ma.n,), respectively. This follows directly from the re-
α ρ τ α ρ τ 
lations 
WMWW 
^ ^ • " a V V p ' (6Тб"ПТП<5_шТш<5) ( * a V ^Т11«1 " 
( ,
a
n
a
) ( , T , , 7 ) - ^ O V W ' V T » + • a ^ ^ e ^ a V ' V e ' ( 5 · 2 9 ) 
and 
WÏVWÏV 
^ a o - V ö ' V ó ) (δΤβ-ηΤηβ-,,,Τ,,1β) < 3 α η β ) ( 3 τ η 6 ) 
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( a
ay (Va' - 2mTmß<3anß)(3Tna) + mafi*6ltaat>) ' б' ' ( 5 · 3 0 ) 
This means that, apart from irrelevant surface terms, m m.(9 n_)(9
v
n
v
) 
α ρ α ρ τ ι 
reduces to m0m„(3 ηβ)(3„η ). 
ρ τ α ρ τ α 
Finally the terms Α .„Э 9.η, and В „,9 30т_ must be considered. 
αβϊ α β ϊ αβτ α β τ 
These terms, however, do not give rise to additional invariants. It 
follows quite simply that the resulting invariants are, apart from sur­
face contributions, already contained within the 12 invariants (5·15)" 
(5.26). Consider, for example, the term m
v
m n„9 Э
а
п_. It follows 
τ α ρ α ρ τ 
directly from 
-т Ур 
•"aVW^ßV + m T n ß ( a a m a ) ( 3 ß n T ) + 
ш
Т
ш
а
( а
а
г г
р
) ( Э
р
п
Т
) +
 " T V ß ' a 9 ^ · < 5 · 3 1 ) 
that, apart from a surface term, the invariant m„m n03 â.n can be ex-
T α ρ α ρ τ 
pressed in terms of the independent invariants η m. (a п^Нэ.пг,). 
α ρ α τ ρ τ 
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%A Elastic Distortion Free Епегку Density. 
Clearly the elastic distortion free energy density of a biaxial 
nematlc liquid crystal is a linear combination of the 12 independent in­
variants (5.15)-(5·26). In the case the biaxial nematlc is chiral as 
well 3 independent twist terms must be added to this free energy densi­
ty. It Is customary to write the full expression for the elastic distor­
tion free energy density in terms of the divergence and rotation of the 
vector fields n(r) and ш(г). This can be accomplished easily using 
relations such as 
(ÄxcurlÄ)a= n&aanp-n&apna. -np3pna - -(Ä-f)na . (5.32а) 
a-curl(Axí) - арТс7ц Эр( ) = р а " ' f iV ( 5 - 3 2 Ь ) 
Then the following expression is obtained: 
f,(r) = k-in-curln) + k2(m-curlm) + k,{(mxn)-curlfrnxn)) 
+ 1/2 K^divn) 2 + 1/2 K 2(n-curln) 2 + 1/2 К (nxcurln) 2 
+ 1/2 Kjjfdivm)2 + 1/2 K„(m-curlm)2 + 1/2 Kgimxcurlm)2 
l /àe (n- (mxcurlm)) 2 + 1/2 Kgfm· (nxcurln) ) 2 + 1/2 Mm-curMnxm) ) ' 
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+ 1/2 K 1 0(n-curl(mxn)) 2 + 1/2 К^сигЦпхш) ) 2 
+ 1/2 K 1 2(div(n«m)) 2 , (5.33) 
where the coefficients of the 3 twist terms are given by 
k^l/2 (Ij-lj+l^. k2=l/2 (1^12-lj), ^ -1/2 (l^l^lj). (5.34a) 
whereas the elastic constants read 
K1= 2A1+2A2+A5-C1, K2- 2kz-Cx, 
К = 2A2+2A -C1-C2. Кч= 2B1+2B2+B -C1, 
K5= 2B2-C1, K6= 2B2+2B3-C1-C2. 
1^ = 2к
ц
*к
ъ
*С
г
 KQ. 28^+0,. 
K 9 = "A5· K10 = "B5· 
к11= Cj. к12= C^Cj. (S-Stb) 
These coefficients depend on the order parameters S and T. 
The expression (5.33) is invariant to interchanging m and n. This 
symmetry requirement must be fulfilled, because neither of both symmetry 
axes is preferable to the other. Clearly the original expression of 
Frank[l] for the distortion free energy density of uniaxial nematics is 
contained within expression (5.33). Choosing for example the uniaxial 
axis along the director n, i.e. the order parameter Τ is zero, all 
coefficients are zero except those in front of the invariants 
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5.5 Discussion. 
It appears that 12 bulk elastic constants are needed in order to 
describe biaxial nematics within the framework of the elastic continuum 
theory. This number was also obtained by Brand and ΡΙβΙηβΓΕΒ.Ί] (BP). 
In their analysis they started with the symmetry-broken expression for 
the free-energy density of a biaxial system and they constructed the in­
variant expression afterwards. Such a procedure gives a rather untran­
sparent results because the Frank expression for the uniaxial case does 
not follow directly then by neglecting the terms containing η or ш. It 
should also be noted that the BP calculation of the bulk contributions 
is based upon an incorrect application of the anholonomity relations. It 
follows easily that 
б-б-ПЖОрб-П 
with ό..=η Э and 6~'m
a
»
a
 as distinct from the BP allegation. 
1 α α ¿ p p 
Brand and Pleiner do not consider chiral biaxial nematics in their 
derivation of the number of elastic constants. In a comment on the 
present derivation of the number of elastic constants of chiral biaxial 
nematics[5]. they argue that the ground state of a chiral biaxial nemat-
ic must consist of a simple helix formation and that the description of 
such a state only involves one twist term. Therefore, they conclude that 
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the distortion free energy density of a chiral biaxial nematic must con­
tain only one twist term instead of the three twist terms, that are dic­
tated by tensor analysis. In order to remedy the appearing contradiction 
BP must introduce ad hoc topological constraints. This is entirely su­
perfluous, because the general expression for the distortion free ener­
gy, containing the three twist terms, gives already rise to the state 
discussed by BP. This can easily be verified by expressing the distor­
tion free energy in terms of the three position dependent Eulerian an­
gles θ,Φ and Φ using 
1 · (соз созФсозФ-зіпФвіпф.созвзіпФсозФ+совФзіпФ.-зіп созф), (5.35a) 
m = (-соввсозФзіпф-зіпФсозФ.-соз зіпФзіпф+созФсозф.зіп зіпф), (5-35b) 
η » (эіп созФ.зіп зіпФ.соз ). (5-35с) 
The equilibrium state is the one obtained by minimizing that quantity 
with respect to Θ,Φ and φ. The ground state is determined by solving the 
resulting three Euler-Lagrange equations. These equations allow solu­
tions describing simple helix formations provided that the boundary con­
ditions are suitably chosen. BP discuss the ground state consisting of a 
simple helix formation around the helix axis І = m χ η. Identifying 
1 with the direction of the macroscopic x-axis their solution 
corresponds with ψ=-Φ=%π and θ(χ), where θ(χ) appears to be a linear 
function of x. The contribution of the twist term 
k, (n-curln)+k,(m-curlm)+k,(î-curlî) is then given by 
-(k.+k.) — , meaning that only one twist term is, in fact, operative. 
dx 
Similarly, two other simple helix formations can be obtained having 
helix axes m and n. They correspond, respectively, with the following 
- 7* -
solutions of the Euler-Lagrange 
equations:(1)ψ=Φ=0, (у);(2) θ=ψ=0, Φ(ζ); here the helix axes m and η 
are identified with the y and ζ direction. The functions (у) and Φίζ) 
are found to be linear functions. The contribution to the twist term is 
Л Л6 
given by -(к,•к, ) — and -(k,+k, ) — respectively, and only one 
dy dz 
twist term is operative for each of the solutions. 
The three appearing twist terms in the distortion free energy of a 
chiral biaxial nematic can thus give rise to three different orienta-
tional fields corresponding with simple helix formations around the 
l,m end η axis. These fields are each described by only one twist 
term. The resulting global orientational fields do not have equal ener­
gy, in general. Consequently, the additional principle of the lowest 
free energy must be used in order to select the physically acceptable 
state. In this way the BP ground state is obtained. Therefore, BP are 
technically correct in the hydrodynamic limit when discussing the twist­
ed ground state in terms of only one twist term. However, the general 
expression for the free energy density does not follow from the struc­
ture of the ground state but from symmetry. Then three independent twist 
terms are found. BP take the stand that the ground state determines the 
form of the free energy, but they fail to mention on what 'guiding prin­
ciples' they base themselves in selecting the 'correct' chiral term out 
of the three terms, that are imposed by symmetry* 
Finally, it should be mentioned that the three twist terms can mani­
fest themselves under suitably chosen boundary conditions and/or in the 
presence of external fields. As shown, they are essential to find the 
preferred twist geometry, e.g., when we start with the non-chiral ground 
state and turn on the chiral terms as a perturbation. Of course the ex-
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pression (5.33) for the distortion free energy density does not suffice 
to describe the cholesterlc blue phases. Evidently, a more complete free 
energy expression is required in that case. The existence of cholesterlc 
blue phases, however, cannot be used as an argument to introduce topo­
logical constraints in order to reduce the number of twist terms from 
three to one. 
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6. ON THE FLUCTUATION THEORY OF DE GENNES FOR NEMATICS« 
6.1 Introduction. 
Some time ago van der Heulen en Zijlstra [1] reported a study of the 
visco-elastic and elastic properties of nematlcs using the technique of 
static and dynamic light scattering. Their results concerning the ratios 
of the elastic constants appear to deviate from those obtained from the 
Frederiks transitions [2]. They suggest two possible reasons for this 
puzzling phenomenon, but they themselves do not consider their tentative 
explanations very likely. An important reason, however, has been over-
looked, namely the possible incompleteness of the analysis itself of 
their light scattering experiments. After all their analysis is based on 
the existing fluctuation theory for nematlcs [3] and it may well be that 
the assumptions involved in that theory do not fully apply. For that 
reason the fluctuation theory of De Gennes is critically examined here. 
As those assumptions are not a priori clear, attention Is paid to the 
question whether they can be Justified in some way, or must be taken for 
granted. As will be shown the idea, that the fluctuation theory gives a 
quantitatively satisfactory description of fluctuation phenomena near 
the nematic-isotropic transition, cannot be sustained from a fundamental 
point of view. 
* to be published in Physica A(1987). 
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6.2 The Fluctuation Theory of De Gennes. 
Starting point of the fluctuation theory of De Gennes is that a 
nematic liquid crystal can be conceived as a director field and that the 
local director n(r) fluctuates around its equilibrium value n,. The 
local fluctuation 6n(r) = n(r)- n, is expected to be small and the 
assumption is made that the Frank free energy [Ί] suffices to calculate 
the relevant quantities. A well known result of the theory is the ex­
pression for the correlation function <п(0)п(н)>,і.е. the correlation 
between the directors at the origin and at position R. Choosing the z-
axis along n, and using the one constant approximation it appears that 
< n
x
<0)n
x
(ft) > = < п
у
(0)п
у
(Й) > = ^ . (6.1) 
where К is the elastic constant, k_ the Boltzmann constant, Τ the tem­
perature and R=|ft|. 
The foundations of this theory call for the following three com­
ments . 
(1) The director is a macroscopic concept taken from the macroscopic 
continuum theory. According to that theory the director is constant 
throughout the sample in the absence of external fields or certain 
boundary conditions. This means that a fluctuating director does 
not make sense from the macroscopic point of view. 
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(2) Fluctuation theory is a part of statistical mechanics. In molecular 
statistical terms the director represents the average orientation 
of the molecules. This average orientation is constant throughout 
the whole sample in the absence of external fields or certain boun­
dary conditions. The local fluctuations arise as a result of ther­
mal motion causing the actual orientation of a molecule to deviate 
from the average orientation. 
(3) The nematic state is invariant for replacing the local director 
n(r) by its opposite -n(r). Consequently the local head-tail 
symmetry requires that the correlation function <n (0)n (H)> must 
be invariant, for example, with respect to replacing η (0) by 
-n
x
(0),i.e. 
< η
χ
(0)η
χ
(ή) > = - < п
х
(0)п
х
(Й) > - 0 (6.2) 
The comments (1) and (2) lead to the inevitable conclusion that the con­
cept of a fluctuating director is meaningless, for an average orienta­
tion does not fluctuate, unless the director is identified with the ac­
tual orientation of a molecule instead of the average orientation. 
Therefore the only meaningful interpretation of the fluctuation theory 
of De Gennes is in terms of a field theoretical approach to a statisti­
cal mechanical many body problem. The comment (3) shows clearly that a 
nematic cannot be described in terms of a vector field, as then contrad­
ictions arise because of the head-tail symmetry. The proper consistent 
description of nematics requires a second rank tensor field 
N (r)»n (r)n (r). The local head-tail symmetry imposes the condi-
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tion that the orientation of a molecule at the position г must be 
characterized by such a tensor. The relevant fluctuations are now the 
deviations of the elements of the orlentatlonal tensor H(r) from their 
equilibrium value N, . 
The next assumption of the fluctuation theory of De Gennes relates 
to the assumption that the local fluctuation 6N _(r)= N „(r)- N „ is 
ap ap ap,о 
small. The validity of that assumption is not a priori clear, certainly 
not near the nematic-isotropic transition temperature, where rather 
large fluctuations may be expected in view of the weak first order char­
acter of the transition. Fortunately, the theory in turn can calculate 
the magnitude of the fluctuations, thus providing an internal check on 
the assumption. In order to calculate the magnitude of the fluctuations 
the intermolecular interactions or, in field theoretical terms, the en­
ergy density of the orlentatlonal tensor field N(r) must be known. The 
fluctuation theory assumes that the local fluctuations <5N „(r) behave 
ap 
in such a way that the energy density can be approximated by the Frank 
expression. The distortion energy density Е,(г) of the present tensor 
field H(r) is given by 
Ed{h - 1/2 Κ1Ναρ(?)[9γΝαγ(?)][3μΝρμ(?)] 
+
 ^
2 K 2 [ V ? ) [ a T V ? ) ] [ ' T V ? ) ] - V ? ) [ a T N a T < ? > ] [ W ? ) ] 
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+
 ^ vw^w^w^· (6.3) 
where К., Κ. and K_ are the temperature dependent elastic constants for 
splay, twist and bend respectively. It can be shown easily that this ex­
pression is equivalent to the wellknown Frank expression 
Е.= 1/2 IMdivn) 2 + 1/2 ^(n-curln) 2 + 1/2 K,(nxcurln)2. (6.4) 
α ι ¿. 3 
However, the form (6.3) must be used in order to calculate the appearing 
fluctuations. 
The fluctuations are calculated in the following way. The unique 
axis of the nematic is chosen along the z-axis and the fluctuations are 
assumed to be small. This means that only the fluctuations of the tensor 
elements N (r) and N (r) are relevant in a first approximation. Then 
the distortion energy density is given by 
Е.(г)=1/2 КДЭ N (r) + 3 N (r)]2 + 1/2 K.[3 N (r)-aN (r)]2 d 1 L χ xz у yz* 'J 2 L у xzv ' χ yzl 'J 
+1/2 Κ 3 [ Ο ζ Ν χ ζ ( ? ) )
2
 • O
z
N y z(f))
2]. (6.5) 
The next step is to write the elements of the orientational tensor as a 
Fourier series 
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v f ) Σ N R(è)exp [ій-г]. (6.6) 
Substitution of equation (6.6) into equation (6.5) and using the one 
constant approximation for the sake of simplicity the total distortion 
energy of the system is given by 
V J Ed(?)d? = 1/2 Kfl Σ k2{N (Ê)|2 • |N (fc)|2}. (6.7) j> xz yz 
with Q being the volume of the system. After De Gennes the Fourier coef-
ficients N . (k) are assumed to be stochastic variables that are 
described by a probability distribution of the form 
P({NafJ(£)>) - Z^exp (6.8) 
where Ζ is a constant such that the probability distribution is normal­
ized to one. It follows immediately that this Gaussian distribution 
gives rise to the following thermal averages 
< |N
xz
(fc)|2> = < |Nyz(Ê)|2> 
акк
1 (6.9) 
De Gennes used the equipartition theorem to derive equation (6.9). How­
ever, the present formulation shows clearly that again an assumption 
enters the theory, namely that the thermal behaviour of N „(k) can be 
op 
described by a Gaussian distribution function. Further it should be not-
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ed that the temperature dependence of <|N (k)| > is still unknown, as 
according to De Gennes the elastic constant К may taken to be tempera­
ture dependent. 
Now it Is possible to check the existing fluctuation theory on 
internal consistency. For that purpose the correlation function 
< N (0)N (ft) > is considered. Clearly this function is invariant to 
xz xz 
replacement of η by -n.i.e. there is no violation of the head-tail 
symmetry. After De Oennes it follows 
< Ν
χ ζ
(0)Ν
χ ζ
(ή) > = Σ < |Ν
χζ
(δ)|2> ехр[іЁ-Й]. (6.10) 
Next the summation over к oust be carried out. However, only a finite 
number of Fourier coefficients can be independent, as the system con­
sists of a finite number of molecules. Changing summation Into integra­
tion, and taking into account the finite number of degrees of freedom 
[5]· the correlation function can be written as 
< N
xz
(0)N
xz
(ft) > = ^ - f
o
D
 ^ ^ Ж ,
 ι 6 Λ ί ) 
where k-siön'ρ] '3
 w
ith ρ denoting the density of the system. In order 
to check the internal consistency,i.e. the smallness of the fluctua­
tions, the autocorrelation function < N (r) > must be considered. It 
xz 
follows directly from equation (6.11) that 
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< Ν
2
 (?) > = < Ν 2 (?) > = ^ — ^ . (6.12) 
Clearly the theory is selfconsistent at low temperatures. However, near 
the nematlc-isotropic transition, the situation becomes different. Using 
for instance the experimental data for anisylidene-p-aminophenylacetate 
(APAPA) [6] the autocorrelation function roughly equals 1/^ at the tran­
sition. This means that the assumption of small fluctuations does not 
hold near the nematic-isotropic transition temperature t 
6.3 Discussion. 
Undoubtedly the fluctuation theory of De Gennes gives a good insight 
Into the physical origin of the light scattering in nematics. However, 
it is also obvious that, in order to obtain quantitative results, the 
theory contains a number of assumptions, that are neither a priori clear 
nor can be justified in a proper way. Consequently the theory cannot be 
expected, or at least the theory does not provide any guarantee, to give 
a fully satisfactory quantitative description of nematics. This means 
that an analysis of experimental data on the basis of this theory may 
well deviate from data as obtained from other types of measurements. In 
fact deviations should be expected, or at least do not come as a 
surprise, in view of all assumptions involved. Certainly the quantita­
tive validity of the theory is highly problematical near the nematic-
isotropic transition as the theory loses its validity there. For that 
reason the findings of van der Meulen and Zijlstra should not be con­
sidered as amazing or puzzling. Their analysis of experimental light 
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scattering data In terms of the fluctuation theory of De Gennes agrees 
completely with the present theoretical analysis concerning the quanti-
tative validity of that theory. 
Further it is quite important to realize the rather hybrid character 
of the present fluctuation theory. On the one hand the microscopic ap-
proach of statistical mechanics is used, but on the other hand the cou-
pling between the fluctuations is thought to be adequately described by 
the macroscopic temperature dependent elastic constants, whereas it is 
just the purpose of statistical mechanics to calculate the temperature 
dependence of the macroscopic elastic constants. From a fundamental 
field theoretical point of view, however, the theory must be based on 
temperature independent couplings, as the fluctuation is thought to be 
the deviation from the perfect orientation, which only appears In the 
ground state. These temperature independent elastic constants may be ex-
pected to exceed considerably the values of the elastic constants near 
the transition temperature, thus reducing the magnitude of the fluctua-
tions considerably. Such a formulation of the theory, however, is 
clearly insufficient, because it leads to temperature Independent ratios 
of the elastic constants, which are not observed experimentally. Conse-
quently the interaction between fluctuations must be taken into account 
near the transition,1.e. higher order terms in the energy expansion 
around the ground state energy cannot be neglected. Then a formidable 
problem has to be solved, which is quite analogous to the situation in 
magnetism, where the interaction between spin waves is important near 
the Curie temperature. 
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1- FLUID DYNAMICS OF BIAXIAL NEMATICS* 
2.1 Introduction. 
Recently the fluid dynamics of biaxial nematics has been the object 
of several studies [1,2,3,4]. The main difference between these studies 
concerns their way of approach, which is essentially a matter of taste. 
The present approach differs from the existing ones on the following 
points. 
(1) The motion of the orlentational tensor field is described in terms 
of the three natural coordinates, the Eulerian angles. In this way the 
appearance of the artificial "molecular field" is avoided. 
(2) The equations of motion for the Eulerian angles contain the elements 
of the inertial tensor field I(r,t). 
(3) The dissipative forces, that appear in the equations of motion are 
derived from a dissipative function that is more general than the one 
proposed by Saupe [1]. 
The great advantage of the introduction of Rayleigh's dissipation func-
tion is the automatic incorporation of the Onsager relations into the 
description. 
* published in Physica 133A. (1985). 
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2.2 The Hydrodynamic Equations. 
Macroscopically the state of an anisotropic fluid is represented by 
a velocity field v(r,t), a pressure field p(r,t). a mass density 
field p(r,t). an inertial density tensor field I{r,t) and a tensor 
order parameter field Q(r,t)· The tensor field Q(r,t) describes both 
the amount of order and the orientation of the material at the position 
г at time t. Because of the biaxiality of the medium two macroscopic 
order parameters S and Τ are required to describe the amount of order. 
The elements of the second rank tensors I and Q are 
a
afi " " 1 / 3 ( S" T > 1a 1& " 1 / 3 (S+T)V|1 + 2 / 3 S naV ( 7 - 2 ) 
where I*·!? a n d 1^ denote the moment of inertia densities with regard to 
the three local mutually perpendicular two-fold axes 1, m and η 
respectively; the Greek indices indicate x, y and z. The directions of 
the unit vectors 1, m and η depend on position and time. On the other 
hand both order parameters are assumed to be independent of position and 
time. The uniaxial nematic can be obtained by putting Τ = 0 and I-^Ip. 
The fact that I, m and η are unit vectors can be taken into account 
properly by representing these vectors in terms of Eulerian angles, i.e. 
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î = (соз созФсозф-зіпФзіпф, соз зіпФсоэф+созФзіпф, -ЗІП С О З Ф ) , (7-3) 
m = (-созвсозФзІпф-зІпФсозФ, -соз зіпФзіпф+созФсозФ, зіп зіпф), П-Ц) 
η = (зіп соз», ЗІП ЗІПФ, соз ). (7-5) 
Anisotropic viscous fluids are described by the equation of state, 
the equation of continuity, a generalized Navler-Stokes equation and 
equations of motion for the tensor order parameter field Q(r,t), i.e. 
equations of motion for the Eulerlan angles θ, Φ and Φ. Because of the 
anisotropic nature of the fluid an additional force has to be incor­
porated into the form of the Navier-Stokes equation for isotropic 
liquids. This force results from the elastic distortion of the orienta-
tional field and can be obtained directly from the distortion free ener­
gy density F ,, which depends on 1 , m , η , 9 1., 3 m. and Э η.. 
** * el α α α α β α β α β 
The expression for this distortion free energy of a biaxial nematic has 
been derived recently [1,2,5,6]. The Navier-Stokes equation, generalized 
to anisotropic fluids, reads 
at(pva) = -ЗрСро^ • pv pv a - a ^ ] • fa. (7.6) 
with σ' denoting the viscosity stress tensor and 6 „ the Kronecker ten-
ap 
sor. The elastic force f is given by 
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 ЭР . 3F , 
f Sí-i β - —Si-í • - — ^ Э « 
α э α ЭФ α a* α 
ЭР 8F ЭР 
е 1
 э э.в - — ^ - э э.Ф - — ^ ^ э э.ф, (7-7) 
ЭЭ. α р. аэ.« α ß 330ψ α ß 
P P 
where summation over repeated indices is implied. This force, however, 
can be neglected in case of small deformations. The general form of the 
viscosity stress tensor can be obtained from Rayleigh's dissipation 
function D which is also called dissipative function. This procedure was 
also followed by Saupe[l], but he confined his treatment to incompressi-
ble biaxial nematics. The tensor elements σ' follow directly from D by 
ap 
means of 
°k' т г ^ · ( 7 · 8 ) 
up d^Vp 
In order to describe the time-dependent behaviour of the orienta-
tional field, equations of motion are required for the Eulerian angles 
θ, Φ and Φ. These equations follow easily from a variational approach. 
The rotational kinetic energy density of the orientational field is 
T
 = ^
2
 Va"* - (7-9) 
where ω denotes the angular velocity given by 
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ω = (Озіпф-Ізіп созф.осоз*+^зіп з1пф,Ісоз +і1і) . (7-10) 
Now the equations of motion read, according to Lagrange, 
dt'at ' ax " эі el.x · ( 7 Л 1 ) 
where x denotes one of the Eulerian angles β,• or *; —;— is a general-
ax 
ized frictional force and F . is a generalized elastic force given by 
a F
 ι
 8 F
 ι 
F .
 v
 - — ^ - - 3 2^- . (7.12) 
el.X ЭХ α за X 
α 
Clearly .then, the hydrodynamic behaviour of biaxial neoatics can be 
calculated as soon as their elastic distortion free energy density F . 
and their dissipative function D are known. The latter will be con­
structed in the next section. 
2.3 Rayleigh s Dissipation Function. 
Hayleigh's dissipation function consists of all possible independent 
invariants that can be constructed from a v0, 6 „, Q . and 
α ρ αρ αρ 
a ,_Q . « Ö .. These invariants must be bilinear in the tensors a v„ t αρ op α ρ 
and Ö . in order to obtain equations of motion which are linear in Э v. 
αρ α ρ 
and 0 .· For reasons of simplicity, however, the tensors av., Il«, 
αρ α ρ α ρ 
m m„, η п.. 11., m m . and A n„ are used here for the construction of D. 
αρ αρ αρ αρ αρ 
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Next the requirement is used that D and σ' must both vanish in case of a 
ap 
uniformly rotating fluid, i.e. when 
Э„ = с „ω , 1 = с „ω 1. , m = с „ω m. , ή = с „ω η» , (7·13) f, α αμ& μ α αμβ μ β α αμβ μ β α αμβ μ β 
where ω is the μ-th component of the angular velocity ω and с 
μ Op' 
denotes an element of the Levi-Civita tensor. This means that D and σ' 
must be composed of tensors, whose elements are zero when the fluid is 
in uniform rotation. Consequently the following tensors are relevant for 
the construction: 
Α
αβ
 = 1 / 2
 « W V a ' · ".lia) 
L
a " ^
 +
 Vap· { 1 Л Щ 
Μ
σ
 = ώ
α
 +
 W ( 7 Л , , С ) 
N
a -
 ή
σ
 +
 Vaß' ( 7 Л 4 а ) 
where 
W c ß " 1/2 (Vß- Va^ ( 7 Л 4 е ) 
Then the general expression for the dissipative function D reads 
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D = (1/2 η^,,ΐρίγΐβ +1/2 v V p V e + 1 / 2 "з Л"« + 
" ^ а
1 ? 0 ! ^ + η 5νρ η Τ η 6 • о т1« + 
1/2 n 1 0(œ TL T) 2 +1/2 n u ( n T M T ) 2 +1/2 η 1 2 ( 1 τ Ν γ )
2
 + 
^ІЗ^ ^Т
 +
 "і^ а т^
 +
 "із рЬ^^аР'
 ( 7 Л 5 ) 
where the coefficients п., 1=1,2,...,15. are the viscosity coefficients. 
More independent invariants cannot be constructed because of the con­
straints 
1 1 =m m =n η « 1, (7.16a) 
α α α α α α
 w
 ' 
'артУ ^
8
· V ß ^ a W r βαρ· ( 7 Л б Ь ) 
Therefore, it must be concluded that 15 viscosity coefficients are re­
quired in order to describe the hydrodynamlc behaviour of a compressible 
biaxial nematic. In case incompressible biaxial nematics are considered 
the additional constraint A = 0 must be taken into account. This con­
straint induces the following relations between some of the invariants 
that appear in the expression (7-15) : 
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α
1
β
1
ϊ
1
δ
Α
α β
Α
Τ 6 = Wt^afrô + η α η ρ 1 Τ 1 ο Α αβ Α ϊο · 
Л тб • ^^"T-OVTO + Л^ тб' ( 7 Л 7 Ь ) 
η
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η
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η
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η
ο
Α
αρ
Α
Τ6 " " O V T V O P N Ô + V^VafiNo' ( 7 Л 7 с ) 
Consequently, the dissipative function of an incompressible biaxial 
nematic consists of 12 independent invariants, which means that 12 
viscosity coefficients are required to describe the hydrodynamic 
behaviour. 
2· i* Discussion. 
The present formulation of the hydrodynamics of biaxial nematics in 
terms of Rayleigh's dissipation function can be related directly to the 
Harvard formulation [5]· For that purpose the following three scalers 
are introduced 
g = -Λ • "ЛУар. (7.18a) 
h = η
τ
Η
γ +
 K2manpAaß. (7.18b) 
к = і
Л
 • кз ц
 ( 7 Л 8 с ) 
where the coefficients к., κ. and κ, are given by 
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hi 
-,- . κ,= . "4= — · (7.19) 
1 л 1 0 2 η 1 1 3 , 1 2 
These ratios are also called the reactive parameters. Using the invari­
ants (7.18) the disslpative function now reads 
D » (1/2 з у ^ • 1/2 л2татрттт0 + 1/2 ^ n ^ • 
аНМв
 + л 5 т а т р п 7 п б f а^Мв + 
"у^ Л
 +
 а^ в
 +
 VaWa'V4a 
1/2 n^g 2 + 1/2 4 1 1h
2
 + 1/2 n^k 2 , (7.20) 
where the viscosity coefficients fl_, fig and il,, are given by 
„2 „2
 n
2 
fl7.n7-l/2 ^
3
- , V R - 1 / 2 - ^ · W 1 / 2 -^· (7-21) 
7 7 7i10 Ö Ö n11 9 9 n12 
The formulation (7.20) of the disslpative function shows that the origi-
nal 15 viscosity coefficients can be thought to be composed of 12 so-
called proper viscosity coefficients and three reactive parameters. That 
distinction is a characteristic feature of the Harvard description. 
Similarly Saupe's disslpative function can be expressed in terms of 9 
invariants involving 9 proper viscosity coefficients. The number of 
reactive parameters, however, remains three. 
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Brand and Pleiner(BP)[3] discussed the fluid dynamics of biaxial 
nematics from the Harvard point of view and distinguished the 12 appear­
ing proper viscosity coefficients further into a class of 9 viscosity 
coefficients and a class of 3 dissipation coefficients. Their 9 viscosi­
ty coefficients v, up to vit , three dissipation coefficients ζι , ς, , 
ς, , and three reversible transport parameters αϊ , a, , ai can be ex­
pressed directly in terms of the 15 viscosity coefficients appearing in 
expression (7.15). Comparing the BP-approach with the present formula­
tion the latter seems simpler because of the use of a highly symmetric 
dissipation function. 
For the sake of completeness the elements of the viscosity stress 
tensor are presented here as well. Usually the tensor a' is written as 
σ' • о', where σ' and о' are the symmetric and antisymmetric part of a' 
respectively. The elements of the symmetric tensor read 
"¿fj.s • [ W p W а т а т 
аУт о т а
т
Л а т 
а т аУт V W W W 
т
а У а
) т
т V V ß ' V a ' V ö j N o * 
1/2 п 1 0 « 1 8 ( 1 а . у 1 р т а ) + 1/2 T,llK2h(manßtm(Jna) + 
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whereas the elements of the antisymmetric tensor are given by 
0
*.e *
 1 / 2 П10в(,,1а У а ) + ^ 2 \lhK*t-nfim
a
) + 
1/2л 1 2к(1 ап р-1 рп а). (7.23) 
Generally the elements of the inertial density tensor are small. 
Therefore they can be neglected in a first approximation. Then the equa­
tions of motion (7.10) for the fields θ, Φ and Φ read 
ЭІ Эт 3ή 
n l ngm —2- * n^hn — 3 - + Ti.-kl — 3 - + F . v= 0, (7.24) 
10 а Э* 11 α et 1 г а Э* el,Χ 
where Χ denotes the field In question. The equations (7-24) show clearly 
the advantage of choosing the Eulerlan angles as the relevant variables 
to describe the orlentatlonal field, which Is a tensor field of the 
second rank. Then symmetric expressions are obtained, a result that 
gives satisfaction from the mathematical point of view. Usually the vec­
tors η and m, the directors, are chosen as the variables, and the fact 
that these vectors are unit vectors is taken into account by means of 
constraints. Such a procedure, however, leads to an asymmetrical 
mathematical structure, that is also more complicated than the present 
formulation. 
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Finally it should be mentioned that the present formulation reduces 
to the description of uniaxial nematics in the following way. Identify­
ing the direction of the uniaxial axis with the unit vector η the re­
quired description is obtained by striking an average in the appearing 
tensors over the Eulerian angle Φ. This means that the tensor A has to 
be replaced by the tensor <A>, which is determined by 
<
 *
>
 ' ~k Id* ^*) · (7-25) 
Using the relations 
2<1 1R> = 2<m mR> = Ö .- η п.. (7.2ба) 
α ρ α ρ αρ α ρ 
" W T V • 8<ва т • « л. ^ в - ^ 
+
 а^Т- т^  б'
 + ( ό
α6- ηα η6 ) ( 6ρτ- ηβ ηΤ )· ( 7- 2 6 b ) 
it follows directly that the dissipative function of compressible uniax­
ial nematics is composed of 7 independent invariants. Therefore 7 in­
dependent viscosity coefficients, or 6 viscosity coefficients and 1 
reactive parameter are required in order to describe the hydrodynamic 
behaviour of a compressible uniaxial nematic. According to De Gennes [7] 
the equations of nematodynamics involve 8 independent coefficients. How­
ever, his analysis, which is based on the construction of the viscosity 
stress tensor instead of the dissipation function, lacks one Onsager re­
lation. In case of an incompressible uniaxial nematic the dissipation 
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function contains only 5 independent invariants [8] i.e. 5 independent 
viscosity coefficients or, equivalently, Ί viscosity coefficients and 1 
reactive parameter appear here. 
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SUMMARY 
This thesis deals with some topics from the theory of nematic liquid 
crystals, usually called nematics. These materials, consisting of organ-
ic molecules, show only orlentational, and no positional order. Two 
classes of nematics are found, viz. uniaxial nematics, having one pre-
ferred orientation (director), and biaxial nematics, having two, mutual-
ly perpendicular, preferred orientations. 
Distortion of a nematic involves a change of its director. This 
phenomenon is described in terms of elasticity theory, analogous to the 
elasticity theory of crystals. Like a crystal a nematic has elastic con-
stants, that are characteristic for the material in question. It is 
wellknown that a uniaxial nematic has three elastic constants. The 
theory of elasticity of biaxial nematics is much more complicated than 
that of uniaxial nematics. Using symmetry arguments the general expres-
sions for the distortion free energy of a biaxial nematic is derived in 
chapter 5; A biaxial nematic appears to involve 12 elastic constants. 
Starting with the interaction between the molecules and following 
the procedure in chapter 2, the elastic constants of a uniaxial nematic 
can be calculated. However, as the real intermolecular interaction is 
unknown, a model interaction must be chosen. Furthermore, the pair dis-
tribution function, being indispensible for the calculation of the elas-
tic constants, must be known. Because this function cannot be calculat-
ed, it must be approximated. The interdependence of the intermolecular 
interaction and the pair distribution function, however, must not be 
lost out of sight when making use of approximations. In the last section 
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of chapter 2 and in the chapters 3 and Ц some models are considered in 
detail. The calculations in chapter 3 show that the elastic constants 
are infinitely large in case a model is chosen, whose intermolecular in­
teraction is a discontinuous function of the intermolecular distance. 
Consequently, such a model is useless for the description of elasticity 
in nematics. The model consisting of Lennard-Jones rods, whose elastic 
constants are calculated in chapter 4, is better suited for this pur­
pose, although it shows clearly that the choice of a more or less real­
istic model leads to tremendous calculational problems. 
The elastic constants can be measured in two ways. On the one hand 
the elastic constants are determined directly with the aid of Frederiks 
transitions, on the other the light scattering method is available. 
These two methods have appeared to give somewhat different results. 
Therefore, the theory underlying the interpretation of the light 
scattering experiments is analysed in more detail in chapter 6. 
Besides elastic behaviour, nematics show viscous behaviour as well. 
Because of the mutual influence of flow and alignment, however, the 
number of viscosity coefficients is much larger than that of ordinary 
liquids. A compressible uniaxial nematic has 7 viscosity coefficients. 
The number of viscosity coefficients of a biaxial nematic is derived in 
chapter J. It appears to be 15 for a compressible nematic and 12 for an 
incompressible one. 
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SAMENVATTING 
In dit proefschrift worden enkele onderdelen uit de theorie van 
nematische vloeibare kristallen, ook wel nematlca genoemd, belicht. 
Nematlca zijn opgebouwd uit organische moleculen die geen positie-
ordening, maar wel oriëntatie-ordening vertonen. We onderscheiden 
uniaxiale nematlca, die één voorkeursoriëntatie (director) hebben, en 
biaxiale nematlca, die twee, onderling loodrechte, voorkeursoriëntaties 
hebben. 
Vervorming van een nematlcum gaat gepaard met een verandering van de 
director. Dit verschijnsel wordt beschreven met elasticiteitstheorie, 
analoog aan de elasticiteitstheorie van kristallen. Evenals een kristal 
heeft een nematlcum elastische constanten, die karakteristiek zijn voor 
het betreffende materiaal. Het is bekend dat uniaxiale nematlca drie 
elastische constanten hebben. De elasticiteitstheorie van biaxiale 
nematlca is veel ingewikkelder dan die van uniaxiale. In hoofdstuk 5 
worden symmetrie-argumenten gebruikt om de algemene uitdrukking voor de 
vervormingsenergie van een biaxiaal nematlcum af te leiden. Een biaxiaal 
nematlcum blijkt 12 elastische constanten te hebben. 
In hoofdstuk 2 wordt de procedure gegeven waarmee de elastische 
constanten van uniaxiale nematlca kunnen worden berekend, uitgaande van 
de wisselwerking tussen de moleculen in een nematlcum. Hierbij doemen 
echter twee problemen op. Ten eerste is de werkelijke intermoleculaire 
interactie niet bekend, zodat een modelinteractie dient te worden 
gekozen. Ten tweede blijkt het noodzakelijk te zijn om de 
paardlstrlbutiefunctle te kennen. Omdat het onmogelijk is deze functie 
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te berekenen, is men gedwongen haar te benaderen. Er dient echter 
rekening mee te worden gehouden dat de intermoleculaire interactie en de 
paardistributiefunctie niet onafhankelijk van elkaar zijn. In de 
laatste paragraaf van hoofdstuk 2 en in de hoofdstukken 3 en 4 worden 
enkele modellen nader bekeken. De berekeningen in hoofdstuk 3 laten 
zien dat de elastische constanten van modellen, waarin de wisselwerking 
tussen twee moleculen een discontinue functie is van hun onderlinge 
afstand, oneindig zijn. Daarom zijn dergelijke modellen niet te 
gebruiken voor de beschrijving van elasticiteit in nematica. Het model 
in hoofdstuk Ц, bestaande uit zgn. Lennard-Jones staven, is hier wel 
voor geschikt, maar het toont tevens aan dat de keuze van een enigszins 
realistisch model al spoedig tot onoverkomelijke rekenproblemen leidt. 
Het meten van elastische constanten kan op twee manieren. Enerzijds 
kan men de elastische constanten direct bepalen met behulp van 
Frederiks-overgangen, anderzijds is er de methode die gebruik maakt van 
lichtverstrooiing. Het is gebleken dat deze methodes enigszins 
verschillende resultaten opleveren. In hoofdstuk 6 wordt daarom de 
theorie die ten grondslag ligt aan de interpretatie van de 
lichtverstrooiingsexperimenten nader geanalyseerd. 
Behalve elastisch gedrag vertonen nematica ook visceus gedrag. Het 
aantal viscositeitscoëfficiënten is echter veel groter dan bij gewone 
vloeistoffen, omdat stroming en voorkeursoriëntatie elkaar wederzijds 
beïnvloeden. Zo heeft een samendrukbaar uniaxiaal nematicum 7 
viscositeitscoëfficignten. Het aantal viscositeitscoëfficiënten van 
een biaxiaal nematicum wordt afgeleid in hoofdstuk 7· Het blijkt dat dit 
aantal 15 bedraagt indien het nematicum samendrukbaar is; is dit niet 
het geval, dan zijn er 12 viscositeitscoëfficiënten. 
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STELLINGEN 
1. De argumenten die Evans et al. gebruiken om aan te tonen dat de 
bekende hypemetted-chain- en Perçus-Yevick-benadering niet in 
staat zijn een vloeistoflaagje te beschrijven dat zich onder 
gunstige voorwaarden kan vormen in een vat gevuld met een gas, 
laten zien dat een nauwkeurige kennis van de zogenaamde 
brugfunctie in de theorie van gassen en vloeistoffen voor de 
beschrijving van dit soort verschijnselen onontbeerlijk is. In 
feite kan het dichtheidsprofiel in het vloeistoflaagje de 
structuur van de brugfunctie verraden. 
R. Evans, P. Tarazona and U. Marini Bettolo Marconi, Mol. Phys. 
52. 993 (1983). 
2. De uitdrukking die De Gennes geeft voor de toename van de vrije-
energiedichtheid van een systeem van oneindig lange vloeibaar 
kristallljne polymeren ten gevolge van een vervorming is 
gedeeltelijk onjuist. 
P.G. De Gennes, Mol.Cryst.Liq.Cryst.Lett. 34, 177 (1977). 
A.Ciferri, W.R. Krigbaum, R.B. Meyer, "Polymer Liquid Crystals", 
Academic Press, New York (I982). 
3. Bij de analyse van optische spectra van mengsels met meerdere 
componenten is de methode van Thijssen et al. superieur aan die 
van Jochum et al. 
P.C. Thijssen and G. Kateman, Anal.Chim.Acta 152, 99 (1984). 
P. Jochum and E.L. Schrott, Anal.Chim.Acta l^L, 211 (1984). 
4. De uitdrukking voor de vrije-energiedichtheid van een biaxiaal 
nematicum, zoals recentelijk gepostuleerd, is te beperkt. 
E.F. Gramsbergen, L. Longa, W.H. de Jeu, Phys.Rep. 125 (Ό· 195 
(1986). 
5. De quantitatieve geldigheid van de Onsager-theorie is beperkter 
dan Stroobants beweert. 
A. Stroobants, proefschrift, Utrecht (1987). 
6. Bij de berekening van de elastische constanten van nematica is 
het onjuist om de lengte-breedte-verhouding van de moleculen 
alleen via de paardistributiefunctie in rekening te brengen. 
R.G.Priest, Mol.Cryst.Liq.Cryst. Ц , 129 (1972). 
hoofdstuk 2, dit proefschrift. 
7. Om de kwaliteit van het onderwijs aan de universiteiten te 
verbeteren is het raadzaam bij het benoemen van onderwijsgevend 
personeel aan deze instellingen het bezit van een 
onderwijsbevoegdheid als functie-eis te stellen. 
8. Het is statistisch gezien onjuist om de uitslag van de 
verkiezingen voor de Provinciale Staten te gebruiken als maat 
voor de uitslag van verkiezingen voor de Tweede Kamer. 
9. Wanneer men binnen een voornamelijk uit mannelijke werknemers 
bestaande organisatie pogingen onderneemt om meer vrouwen in 
dienst te nemen is het niet voldoende om in de 
personeelsadvertenties van deze organisatie vrouwen uitdrukkelijk 
te verzoeken om te solliciteren. Met het vermelden van de bij de 
organisatie aanwezige faciliteiten die voor vrouwen vaak 
belangrijk zijn, zoals bijvoorbeeld kinderopvang, zal men meer 
succes boeken. 


